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Investigation during the period December 17, 1981 through April 6, 1982 (Reports 
No. 50-10/81-22(EIS); 50-237/81-40(EIS)j 50-249/81-33(EIS)) 
Areas Investigated: Investigation was conducted into allegations of alcohol 
use, drug use, sexual activities by individuals onsite, and security guard 
training and plant protection inadequacies. The investigation consisted of 
interviews of licensee personnel and current and former security contractor 
personnel, and a selective examination of pertinent records, policy and pro
cedures. 361 investiga~ive manhours were expended utilizing one investigator 
and one inspector. 
Results: The investigation identified one area (guard training) in which the 
licensee was in violation of security plan commitments. The details of this 
violation is Safeguards Information as defined in 10 CFR 73.21(c)(2) and must 
be protected accordingly, and is a separate attachment. 
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• 
SUMMARY OF FACTS 

On December 16 and 17, 1981, WHAQ-TV aired newscasts in which former and 
current Dresden security guards (whose identities were disguised) made 
various allegations regarding alcohol use, drug use, and sexual activities 
by individuals onsite at Dresden. Allegations regarding guard training and 
plant protection inadequacies were also made. An NRC investigation was 
initj~ted on December 17, 1981. 

Guards and guard supervisors were randomly selected and interviewed regarding 
the allegations. The identities of the allegers were determined and each was 
interviewed. Extensive reviews were conducted of security related reports, 
guard training records and licensee and security force policy and procedures. 
Interviews of licensee representatives were conducted. Licensee security 
representatives also conducted their own investigation which consisted of 
interviewing all guards and guard supervisors working at Dresden. 

Interviews and observations did not substantiate that any individuals engaged 
in sexual activities onsite. 

Reviews of security related reports and interviews of licensee and security 
personnel indicated there may have been isolated instances of individuals 
possessing illicit drugs onsite. In some instances in which illicit drugs 
were suspected to be involved, a determination could not be made regarding 
whether the suspect materials were in fact, illicit or licit substances. It 
was noted that the licensee and security contractor have a communicated policy 
prohibiting the use of illicit drugs and/or being under their influence while 
at work. 

The licensee and security force have documented instances involving in
dividuals detected with suspected illicit drugs and it was determined the 
licensee and security force are able to detect and adequately deal with 
individuals involved in such instances. Based on the information obtained 
during the investigation, widespread illicit drug use and/or possession 
onsite, as alleged, is not evident. 

Reviews and interviews indicated there have been instances of apparently 
intoxicated individuals attempting to enter onsite, and isolated instances 
of apparently intoxicated individuals having been onsite. It was noted that 
the licensee and security contractor have a communicated policy prohibiting 
the use of intoxicating liquor and/or being under its influence while at work. 
The general security policy regarding apparently intoxicated individuals is 
to deny them access onsite. The licensee and security force has documented 
instances of apparently intoxicated individuals being detected by the guard 
force and being denied access onsite. It was determined that the licensee 
and security force are able to detect apparently intoxicated individuals 
and adequately deal with them. 

Interviews revealed past instances of apparently intoxicated CECo employees 
being allowed access onsite by their supervisors, after being detected and 
detained by guards. It was indicated the CECo employees were allowed onsite 
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for their own safety (in order to sober up before attempting to leave the 
site) and did not engage in any work activities. 

Interviews and reviews were conducted to determine the adequacy of plant pro
tection and guard training. It was revealed that not all guards had received 
training in the purpose and use of all contingency related equipment and that 
not all guards had participated in security drills for simulated intrusion 
and sabotage events. The failure of the licensee to assure that contingency 
equipment training is provided in all cases, as well as the failure to assure 
that all guards participate in security drills for simulated intrusion and 
sabotage events, is a violation of licensee security plan commitments. The 
details of this violation are included in the Attachment of this report which 
is protected Safeguards Information as stated in 10 CFR 73.21(c)(2). 
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1. Background Information 

(Background information was obtained through interviews of allegers, 
licensee and security contractor personnel.) 

In April 1981, Burns International Security Services, Inc., the Dresden 
security guard contractor (henceforth referred to as Burns Security 
and/or the security contractor), established a stringent absenteeism 
policy at Dresden. This policy resulted in criticism, resentment and 
grievances by the guards. Additionally, guards were notified that a 
newly established and approved firearms qualification course was to be 
implemented. The conditions for passing or failing this new firearms 
course were three attempts to obtain a qualifying score, with failure 
resulting in termination. The reaction by the guards to these conditions 
was extremely negative. Approximately fifty of the Dresden guards were 
near the annual dates for firearms requalification in either April or 
May 1981. 

In the latter part of April 1981, the first group of guards were required 
to qualify with the revolver. Of approximately 25 guards who attempted 
to qualify, seven guards did.not and were suspended. All seven guards 
filed grievances with their union, General Service Employees Union, Local 
No. 73. Alnong the seven guards were Allegers A and E. 

In June 1981, Burns decided to offer these seven guards a second oppor
tunity to qualify. All of the individuals (with one exception) refused 
because back pay was not being addressed in the offer. 

In July 1981, a ruling by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) 
provided that an election be held to determine whether Local No. 73 
or another union, United Plant Guard Workers of America (UPGWA), would 
represent the Dresden and Zion guards. The NLRB ruled that Burns remain 
neutral until the outcome of the election was determined. All grievance 
arbitration ceased at that time, thus the suspended guards could not 
pursue reinstatement through the union. 

On August 27, 1981, the election was held. Approximately 12 terminated 
guards from Dresden were present and voted. The election outcome was 
Local No. 73 winning by a margin of 46 to 38, with two votes for no union 
representation. This outcome was immediately contested by UPGWA, charging 
electioneering and inelligible voters. Local No. 73 filed charges with 
the NLRB against UPGWA, and both unions filed charges against Burns. The 
result of the charges and countercharges was the matter reverting back to 
the NLRB to determine the election results. 

Alleger A met with the Staff Assistant/Security at Dresden in September 
1981, to seek his assistance in getting reinstated as a guard at Dresden. 
Alleger A expressed his frustration in not yet having been reinstated, 
explaining that he had run out of unemployment insurance and was not 
successful in finding other employment. Alleger A showed the Staff 
Assistant/Security a letter he had written and sent to several members 
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of Congress regarding what he considered to be training inadequacies. 
The Staff Assistant/Security advised Alleger A there was nothing he 
could do (about reinstatement) until the union problem was solved. At 
the end of the conversation Alleger A indicated he might have to go to 
the press with his predicament and with the problems he alleged in his 
letter. 

As a result of Alleger A's letter and a subsequent Congressional 
inquiry, a response was sent to Congressman Corcoran of Illinois by the 
NRC on October 19, 1981. Alleger A was apparently not satisfied with 
the response and initiated contact with the media in order to obtain 
resolution of his concerns regarding training and in hopes of getting 
his job back with retroactive pay. 

2. Persons Contacted 

Commonwealth Edison Company (CECo) 

D. J. Scott, Station Superintendent 
D. L. Farrar, Assistant Station Superintendent 
B. M. Saunders, Security Administrator 
J. P. Mayer, Staff Assistant/Security 

Investigators also contacted and interviewed other unnamed licensee 
employees. 

Burns International Security Services, Inc. 

Guards 1 through 36 

Investigators also contacted and Interviewed other unnamed current 
and former Burns employees. 

Metropolitan Area Narcotics Squad 

Two unnamed agents. 

Grundy County Sheriff's Department 

G. Phillips, Undersheriff 

3. Introduction 

On December 16 and 17, 1981, WMAQ-TV (Paul Hogan, reporter) televised a 
series of newscasts entitled "Security Meltdown." These newscasts pre
sented certain current and former Dresden and Zion security·guards who 
alleged the existence of security inadequacies, alcohol and drug use, 
and sexual activities at both the Dresden and Zion Nuclear Power 
Stations. The identities of the individuals who appeared on the news
casts were disguised by filming the individuals in silhouette and 
electronically distorting their voices. It was stated (by Reporter 
Hogan) that of the seven individual who appeared on the newscasts, four 
were former security guards and three were current security guards. 
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An ons.ite NRG investigation into the allegations was initiated on 
December 17, 1981. 

a. Licensee Initiated Investigation 

In response to allegations regarding the Dresden Station, licensee 
representatives (i.e., Dresden Station Security Administrator 
Barry Saunders and Staff Assistant/Security James Mayer) conducted 
their own investigation. The licensee's investigation was initiated 
on December 17, 1982, took approximately two weeks to complete, and 
encompassed interviewing 100 percent of the guards and guard 
supervisors working at Dresden during that two week period. An in
vestigation report detailing the licensee's findings was completed 
on January 25, 1982, and a copy of that report is attached as 
EXHIBIT G. 

(INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: The manner in which the newscasts were presented by 
WMAQ-TV allowed each viewer to independently perceive or interpret what the 
allegations were and how significant each was. In some cases the licensee's 
perceptions of the allegations were more or less specific than that of the NRG. 
For this reason, the licensee's investigation report in certain instances does 
not address the same specific allegations as the NRG investigation report.) 

4. Determination of Allegers' identities 

a . 

b. 

Interview of Licensee Representatives 

During the course of the WMAQ-TV series "Security Meltdown," NRG as 
well as licensee (Dresden) representatives videotaped the newscasts 
which contained allegations.concerning Dresden. Both the Dresden 
Security Administrator and Staff Assistant/Security advised that 
from viewing the original newscasts and videotapes of the newscasts, 
they were able to identify all the individuals despite WMAQ-TV's . 
attempt to disguise their identities. Of the seven individuals who 
appeared on the newscasts, the Security Administrator advised that 
five were from Dresden (four former guards and one current guard) 
and two were from Zion (one current guard and one former guard). 
The Security Administrator and Staff Assistant/Security were given 
a copy of a typewritten transcript of the WMAQ-TV newscasts, which 
was prepared by the Region III NRG office, and were requested to 
identify and document which allegations were attributable to the 
individuals identified as appearing on the newscasts. They did so 
and returned the transcript to NRG investigators. 

(A separate investigation was conducted into Zion Nuclear Power 
Station allegations.) 

Interviews of Security Guards 

On January 19, 1982, Guard 8 (G8) was interviewed at Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station (NPS). GB related she was present at the WMAQ-TV 
filming of current and former Dresden and Zion guards, and that the 
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filming took place at Alleger A's father's house. She stated that 
after hearing the type of questions being asked (by WMAQ-TV) of the 
individuals being interviewed, she and Guard 32 refused to be filmed. 
GB also stated Allegers A, B, C, D and E were present at Alleger A's 
father's house and that she believed each individual was filmed by 
WMAQ~TV. GB provided a written statement on January 2B, l9B2, 
attesting to this information. 

On January 19, 19B2, Guard 32 (G32) was interviewed at Dresden NPS. 
G32 related that he was present at the WMAQ-TV filming of current 
and former guard interviews at Alleger A's father's house. He stated 
that after hearing the type of questions being asked (by WMAQ-TV) 
of the individuals who were to be interviewed on camera, GB and he 
refused to be interviewed on camera and left. G32 also stated that 
Allegers A, B, C, D and E were present at Alleger A's father's 
house during the interviews. G32 provided a written statement on 
January 29, l9B2, attesting to this information; 

c. Initial Contact of Suspected Allegers 

On January 12, 19B2, Alleger A was interviewed and acknowledged 
that he appeared on the WMAQ-TV newscasts. 

On January lB, 19B2, Alleger B was interviewed and indicated she 
would not admit to appearing on the WMAQ-TV newscasts.. Prior to 
executing a written statement prepared by NRG investigators based 
on her interview, Alleger B voiced certain concerns. (The written 
statement included a sentence that she "did not appear on WMAQ-TV 
during its presentation" of the allegations.) She indicated that 
since WMAQ-TV had promised her identity would be kept confidential, 
she felt she should not be required to admit to appearing on the 
newscasts. Alleger B was advised that in order to preclude any 
possibility of perjury, she should correct or delete any part of 
her written statement which was inaccurate. Alleger B instructed 
the NRG to delete the previously quoted statement regarding her 
not appearing on WMAQ-TV during its presentation of the allegations. 

On January 27, 19B2, Alleger C was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger C was informed she had been identified as having appeared 
on the WMAQ-TV newscasts and that the NRG wished to personally 
interview her to obtain specific details regarding the allegations. 
She stated she would not admit to appearing on the newscasts and 
questioned how anyone could have identified her, since everyone's 
identity was disguised. 

(INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: ·Although Alleger C would not admit to appearing on the 
WMAQ-TV newscast, her answers to questions subsequently asked were consistent 
with the allegations attributed to her.) 

On January 21, 19B2, Alleger D was telephonically interviewed and 
acknowledged that he did appear on the WMAQ-TV newscasts. 
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On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed and acknowledged that 
she did appear on the WMAQ-TV newscasts. 

5. Background Informat'ion on Allegers 

The following background information was obtained from reviews of 
licensee and security contractor records and interviews of the Dresden 
Security Administrator. 

Alleger A was employed as a security guard with Burns Security from 
October 1979 to April 1981, and was stationed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. He was terminated by Burns in April 1981, for failure to 
pass a firearms requalification test in accordance with the licensee's 
NRC approved weapons qualification program. Alleger A has had previous 
contacts with the NRC and various public officials regarding union, labor 
and morale problems at Dresden, and also regarding what he believes was 
his unfair termination (due partially to a change in the weapons quali
fication program). During the NRC interview of Alleger A, he indicated 
he was instrumental in obtaining WMAQ-TV's interest and also in 
contacting and organizing the individuals who appeared on the WMAQ-TV 
newscasts. 

Alleger B was employed as a security guard with Burns Security from 
January 1980 to June 1981, and was stationed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. She was terminated by Burns in June 1981, for failure 
to pass a firearms requalif ication test in accordance with the NRC 
approved weapons qualification program. 

Alleger C is currently employed as a security guard with Burns Security 
and has been so employed since October 1979. During that time she has 
been on medical leave of absence for the periods February 1980 to 
November 1980, and May 1981 to September 1981. Previously, Alleger C 
has also been involved in Workman's Compensation disputes with Burns 
Security. At the conclusion of her shift on the day before the first 
WMAQ-TV newscast was aired (December 15, 1981), Alleger C reported 
twisting her neck while reaching for her pistol to withdraw it from her 
holster and turn it in. She has been on medical leave of absence since 
that reported occurrence. 

Alleger D was employed as a security guard with Burns Security from 
December 1977 to November 1981, and was stationed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. He was terminated by Burns in November 1981, for excessive 
absenteeism. 

Alleger E was employed as a security guard with Burns Security from 
May 1978 to April 1981, and was stationed at the Dresden Nuclear Power 
Station. She was terminated for failure to requalify in accordance 
with the NRC approved weapons qua1ification program. 

6. Allegations 

In essence, the following allegations were made on the WMAQ-TV newscast 
regarding activities at the Dresden Nuclear Power Station. 
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(1) It was known at one point that a guard supervisor was selling 

drugs. 

(2) A female guard and an Edison employee were seen having sex on the 
fl!el floor. 

(3) The guards do not have automatic weapons .or training in the use 
of automatic weapons. 

(4) The guards have no training for defense against automatic weapon 
attack. 

(5) Guards who were in an inebriated state or "high" on marijuana or 
pills, were issued weapons when they reported to work. 

(6) Some guards take "pills" and some CECo employees (who are running 
the nuclear plant) have marijuana and pills with them. 

(7) Guards working with the x-ray machine have seen marijuana para
phernalia ("roach clips") being brougfit into the plant. Guards 
can't say anything about it because the individuals are not doing 
anything with the paraphernalia. 

(8) People are known to leave the security area, go out to their 
vehicles, drink alcoholic beverages, and come back into the plant 
to work. 

(9) Known alcoholics work onsite. 

(10) Everytime guards report CECo employee misconduct or detain CECo 
employees suspected to be intoxicated the guards "get in trouble" 
and the CECo employees "get off." 

(11) If terrorists came through the front Gatehouse, they would "get" 
(i.e., kill or capture) ten or more guards almost immediately. 

(12) An outside (terrorist) force could take over the plant in about 
ten minutes and the guards couldn't stop them because they would 
all be dead. 

( 13) Guard supervis·ors have come into work drunk. 

(14) Guards have been seen "making out:" instead of watching the metal 
detectors. 

(15) On one occasion a guard was seen at the Control Room door snorting 
cocaine. The incident.was reported and the supervisor said "let it go." 

(16) Not all guards have taken part in a drill to combat terrorists 
entry to the plant. 
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(17) A terrorist group could enter the plant, place a bomb and blow it 

up in about two minutes. 

(18) Guards would run if confronted by terrorists with automatic 
weapons. 

(19) Individuals bring alcoholic beverages onsite in Thermos bottles. 

(20) With the younger generation, drugs are inside the plant a large 
part of the time. Guards can report it, but nothing is ever done 
about it. 

(21) Plant employees have been seen "sleeping one off" at critical areas 
of the plant (e.g., a control panel). 

(22) At least one guard does not know how to load a shotgun and chamber 
a shell after loading and also has trouble holding the shotgun. 

Based on the Security Administrator's and Staff Assistant's review of the 
videotaped newscasts, it was determined that allegations Nos. 1 through 4 
were made by "Alleger A," 5 and 6 were made by "Alleger B," 7 through 12 
were made by "Alleger C," 13 through 18 were made by "Alleger D," and 19 
through 22 were made by "Alleger E." 

7. Investigation of Allegation No. 1 

Allegation No. 1 It was known.at one point that a guard supervisor 
. was selling drugs. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegations 

On January 12, 1982, Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Al1eger A explained that when he made the allegation to WMAQ-TV, he 
did not claim to have personal knowledge of any such activities. He 
stated he made the allegation based on rumors he heard about former 
Guard 1 (FGl) selling drugs. (FGl was a guard supervisor from 
June 1980 to October of 1980, at which time he left the employ of 
Burns Security) Alleger A further stated he has never observed FGl 
selling drugs and has no personal knowledge regarding FGl selling 
drugs onsite. 

Alleger A provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 12, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT A. 

b. Interviews of Securitv Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors were 
interviewed regarding this allegation. Several guards indicated 
they had heard rumors that FGl sold drugs illegally; however, other 
than Guard 29 as stated below, no one claimed to have personal 
knowledge of alleged drug sales or distribution by FGl or any .other 
supervisors onsite. 
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On January 12, 1982, Guard 29 (G29) was interviewed at the Dresden 
Nuclear Power Station. G29 related the following account of an 
incident she stated occurred circa March 1979. On one occasion 
while on duty in Dresden's old Gatehouse, G29 observed FGl give an 
individual (identity unkown) a sandwich size plastic bag of white 
pills which she believed were a type of "speed" (i.e., stimulant) 
called "white cross" (a slang name sometimes used for ,the meth
amphetamine Desoxyn). G29 explained that FGl did.not specifically 
state to her the pills were speed, but on previous occasions FGl 
had indicated he could obtain speed if anyone wanted it. After 
observing this incident G29 expressed her disapproval to FGl re
garding his suspected misconduct and advised him against doing it 
again. G29 indicated she felt it appropriate to only warn FGl on 
that occasion, but thereafter would have reported any subsequent 
suspected misconduct to her superiors. G29 indicated that 
subsequent to that incident, she never again observed FGl with 
anything she suspected were illegal drugs. 

G29 provided a written statement attesting to this information on 
January 13, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT B. 

On December 21, 1981, Guard 11 (Gll) was interviewed at the Dresden 
Nuclear Power Station. Gll stated she was not yet employed as a 
guard when FGl was onsite and therefore had no personal knowledge 
regarding FGl's onsite activities. Gll related; however, that she 
did know FGl by sight and that on one occasion circa December 1980, 
she was present at a party offsite when she observed FGl distribut
ing what she suspected were speed and "downers" (speed is a 
stimulant and downers are depressant drugs) to other individuals at 
the party. 

Gll provided a written statement regarding other information, but 
stated she did not want this information included in her statement 
because it was not relevant to the NRG investigation. 

c. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report related the following 
information regarding this allegation: 

"In questioning all the guards, none of them ever saw a guard 
supervisor selling drugs onsite. I (Security Administrator Saunders) 
again asked about rumors. A number of guards stated that they heard 
that a guard supervisor (FGl) was doing this but they never saw him 
sell any drugs. (It should be notad that (FGl's) last day onsite 
was October 30, 1980). One guard (G29) said she saw (FGl) onsite 
with drugs but this was prior to him becoming a supervisor (which 
was in 1979). Additionally, this guard (G29) told (FGl) that if 
she ever saw him onsite again with any illegal substance, she would 
then "turn him in." This to me (Saunders) was an acceptable way of 
handling the situation from the guard's point of view. To maintain 
the camaraderie of the group, she (G29) gave (FGl) a "break" 
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justifying it as his first time; however, also warning him of 
future actions on her part. After this incident she never again 
saw him onsite with any illegal substance". 

d. Findings 

There are indications that one former guard supervisor (FGl) dis
tributed (i.e., rather than sold) drugs onsite on one occasion 
(and offsite on one occasion). A positive determination could not 
be made as to whether the drugs involved were illegally possessed 
"controlled substances, or legally possessed "over-the-counter" or 
"look-alike" drugs. 

(INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: FGl has not been employed onsite since October 1980, 
and past activities he was allegedly involved in are not significant in 
determining the current status of drug related activities at Dresden. For 
this reason, no attempt was made to interview FGl.) 

8. Investigation of Allegation No. 2 

Allegation No. 2 - A female guard and an Edison employee were seen having 
sex on the fuel floor. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 12, 1982, Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
He described his observation of the alleged incident as follows. 
While conducting a patrol sometime in November or December of 1980, 
Alleger A observed former (female) Guard 2 (FG2) alone with a CECo 
employee (identity unknown) on the fuel floor. The CECo employee 
had his arms around her (FG2) and they were apparently '.'making out. " 
Both individuals had their clothes on and were not engaging in any 
explicit sexual activities. Alleger A also stated he has never 
observed anyone involved in any sexual activities onsite. 

Alleger A provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 12, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT A. 

b. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors were 
interviewed regarding this allegation. Guards 13 and 29 advised 
they had heard rumors about FG2 and a former CECo employee (FCE 1) 
being romantically involved. However; all other guards interviewed 
advised that they had never personally observed anyone involved in 
sexual activities onsite. 

c. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report reflected the following 
information regarding this allegation: 
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"All guards stated that they never saw anyone engaging in sex on 
the fuel floor or anywhere else inside the protected area. Again, 
I (Security Administrator Saunders) asked about rumors. A number 
of guards indicated that they heard about, but never saw themselves, 
three former guards (FG2, FG3, FG4) who were "supposed" to engage 
in sex. With regard to the specific allegation of "sex on the fuel 
floor," I have found out that (Alleger A) was referring to a former 
guard (FG2 - last time onsite was February 5, 1980) and a former 
Edison employee who were embracing when he saw them. It does not 
appear that he ever reported this to anyone." 

d. Findings 

No evidence was obtained which substantiated that individuals 
engaged in sexual activities on the fuel floor or anywhere else 
onsite. 

9. Investigation of Allegation No. 3 

Allegation No. 3 - The guards do not have automatic weapons or training 
in the use of automatic weapons. 

a. Background Information Regarding Licensee Security Plan 

The Dresden Security Plan was approved by the NRG on March 9, 1979. 
Based on extensive reviews and a site visit, the NRG concluded that 
the plan was satisfactory and the level of nuclear station protec
tion provided.met the general performance requirements as defined 
in 10 GFR 73.55. 

In reviewing the licensee's security plan, the NRG required that 
all guards and armed response individuals be armed consistent with 
the design basis threat referred to in 10 GFR 73.55(a). It was 
determined this requires particular types of armaments which do 
not include automatic weapons. It was noted that the licensee's 
security plan commitments regarding firearms are being met. 

b. Finding 

This allegation is accurate; however, the licensee is not required 
by their security plan to provide automatic weapons for the security 
force. 

10. Investigation of Allegation No. 4 

Allegation No. 4 - The guards have no training for defense against 
automatic weapon attack. 

a. Background Information 

The licensee's NRG-approved security plan contains commitments 
relating to guard training as well as protection of the nuclear 
station. The physical protection system described in that plan 
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when implemented, does, in the NRC's judgement, protect against 
the nuclear station related threats defined in 10 CFR 73.l(a). 
Among the threats defined in 10 CFR 73.l(a) is that of an 
assault/attack upon a nuclear station by individuals possessing 
hand held automatic weapons, equipped with silencers and having 
effective long range accuracy. 

Appendix C of the licensee's security plan addresses yarious 
situations which could adversely affect the control of the nuclear 
station or pose a threat of radiological sabotage. These situations 
include attack threats, protected area intrusions and vital area 
intrusions. Appendix C also includes the action guidelines which 
may be taken by security force personnel should such a situation 
occur. These guidelines are designed to encompass a spectrum of 
armed attacks, including those involving individuals with automatic 
weapons. 

Appendix D to the approved security plan contains the current 
training and qualification requirements for security force members. 
Among those is the requirement that guards receive training on the 
purpose and use of special equipment (contingency equipment) issued 
in the event of a security contingency situation (e.g., a con
tingency such as an attack by individuals armed with automatic 
weapons). 

b. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 12, 1982; Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger A stated regarding intruder response (i.e., response to 
attacks by individuals with automatic weapons), the only training 
given the guards was the instruction to place themselves between 
the intruder and the vital area. 

Alleger A provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 12, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT A.· 

c. Information from Alleger B 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed. Alleger B stated 
she has never been instructed in the use of any of the contingency 
equipment (with one minor exception) and has not seen and did not 
know what contingency equipment was possessed onsite. 

Alleger B provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 8, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT D. 

d. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors 
were interviewed regarding this allegation. All those inter
viewed indicated they considered their training adequate for 
their assigned duties, with the exception of certain training 
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on contingency related equipment. The following information 
was provided regarding contingency equipment training. 

On December 29, 1982, Guard 26 (G26) was interviewed at the Dresden 
Nuclear Power Station. G26 stated he has had little or no familiar
ization training with contingency equipment. G26 also expressed his 
belief that the guards should have increased training in contingency 
equipment use. 

G26 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on December 29, 1981, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT H. 

On January 12, 1982, Guard 29 (G29) was interviewed at the 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station. G29 stated she had not received 
training on how to use all the contingency equipment and there
fore was not familiar with the use of certain pieces of the 
equipment. 

G29 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 13, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT B. 

On January 19, 1982, Guard 32 (32) was interviewed at the Dresden 
Nuclear Power Station. G32 stated that in 1979 he attended a lecture 
regarding the use of contingency equipment but never received any 
"hands on" training in its use (with one minor exception). 

G32 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 29, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT J. 

On January 20, 1982, (Sergeant) Guard 35 (G35) was interviewed at 
the Dresden Nuclear Power Station. G35 stated she had not received 
any training in the use of the contingency equipment (except the 
shotgun) and expressed her belief that "hands on" training in the 
use of the equipment was necessary. 

G35 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 4, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT I. 

On January 20, 1982, (Lieutenant) Guard 36 (G36) was interviewed 
at the Dresden Nuclear Power Station. G36 stated there was little 
or no "hands on" training of guards in the use of certain con
tingency equipment and expressed his belief that this is an area 
in which more training is needed. 

G36 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 28, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT K. 

In addition to the previous information, Guards 3, 17, 14, 21 
and 24 expressed the general opinion that training for intruder 
response type situations, particularly those involving multiple 
intruders, was lacking, and that additional training in that 
area was desirable . 
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e. Interview of Guard Training Supervisor 

On December 30, 1981, (Lieutenant) Guard 28 (G28), the onsite guard 
Training Supervisor, was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear Power 
Station and related the following information: G28 stated that as 
the Training Supervisor, she conducts the majority of onsite train
ing given to the security guards. In December .1980, she conducted 
Appendix C contingency plan training for all members of the security 
force. This training consisted of a one hour lecture covering 
various contingency situations as detailed in the Appendix C 
procedures (e.g., attack threats, protected area intrusions, vital 
area intrusions, etc.). No "hands on" training for contingency 
equipment use was given in the ·December 1980, classes. G28 
expressed her belief that such training was appropriate to 
familiarize the guards with the contingency equipment and should be 
scheduled. 

G28 also advised that during the initial forty hours of onsite 
security training, several hours are devoted to lecture type dis
cussions of contingency situations. These discussions include 
intruder response scenarios. 

G28 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on December 30, 1981, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT L. 

f. Review of Guard Training Records 

A review of guard training records on December 30, 1981, indicated 
that all security force members employed onsite on that date, had 
received Appendix C contingency related training. 

g. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report did not specifically address 
this allegation. 

h. Findings 

The guard force has received contingency related training which 
includes the subjects of attacks/assaults, protected area intrusion~ 
and vital area intrusions. The training provided regarding these 
subjects contains the inherent consideration of possible scenarios 
involving individuals armed with automatic weapons. 

The contingency training; however, did not in all instances include 
training ("hands on" or otherwise) on the purpose and use of con
tingency equipment. The failure to provide this specific training 
in all instances is 'a violation of a licensee security plan commit
ment. The details of this violation are included in the Attachment 
of this report which is Safeguards Information as stated in 
10 CFR 73.2l(c)(2). (50-10/81-22-01; 50-237/81-40-01; 
50-249/81-33-01) 
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11. Investigation of Allegation No. 5 

Allegation No. 5 - Guards who were in an inebriated state or "high" on 
marijuana or pills, were issued weapons when they reported to work. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed. Alleger B related 
she made this allegation based on her knowledge that on one occasion, 
former Guard 5 (FGS) was found at his post in an inebriated state. 
Alleger B stated she did not personally observe FGS on that occasion, 
however, because he was found in an inebriated state shortly after 
reporting to work, she concluded FGS must have been intoxicated when 
he was issued his weapon. 

b. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors 
were interviewed regarding this allegation. Guards 1, 5 and 7 
advised that they were aware (through hearsay) of the incident 
involving FGS, but had no personal knowledge regarding the 
incident. 

On December 22, 1981, Guard 23 (G23) was interviewed at Dresden 
and advised that she was the guard supervisor (a lieutenant) who 
issued FGS his weapon on the date of the incident. G23 also 
related that she personally investigated the incident, found FGS 
to be apparently intoxicated or "high," relieved him of duty, and 
pursuant to instructions from a superior, suspended FGS that same 
day. G23 remarked that when she issued FGS his weapon that day at 
the beginning of the shift (approximately 6:00 a.m.), he appeared 
normal and there was no apparent odor of alcohol on FGS's breath. 
G23 also indicated a Security .Incident Report had been prepared by 
each individual who h.ad direct involvement with and knowledge of 
the incident. 

No other indivi~uals interviewed stated they had knowledge of any 
guard being issued a weapon while in an inebriated state or "high" 
on marijuana or pills. 

c. Review of Security Incident Reports 

A review of Security Incident Reports 80-8-22(1), 80-8-22(2) and 
80-8-22(3) revealed the following information regarding the 
incident involving FGS: 

On August 14, 1980, at 8:50 a.m., G23 received a phone call from 
Security Administrator Barry Saunders in which Saunders stated he 
had received a report of the guard at Door 1 being glassy-eyed. 
G23 went to Door 1 to investigate and encountered FGS. G23 con
versed with FGS for a few minutes while she observed his actions. 
FG5 was rocking back and forth on the stool he was sitting on and 
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was not finishing his sentences during the conversation. 
Occasionally his eyes rolled upwards or he shut them completely. 
G23 contacted a replacement guard for FGS and advised FGS he was 
being removed from his post because he was unable to carry out his 
duties. G23 ordered FGS to accompany her to the gatehouse and FGS 
refused. G23 contacted Guard 37 (G37), who is also a another 
lieutenant, and requested his assistance at Door 1. When G37 
arrived, both he and G23 tried to get FGS to accompany them to the 
gatehouse. FGS became belligerent, addressing G23 and G37 in a 
derogatory manner using swear words. FGS got up from the stool 
he was sitting on and when he turned his back towards G37, G37 
removed FGS's weapon from its holster and took possession of it. 
Subsequently, FGS slowly accompanied G23 and G37 to the gatehouse. 
Security Administrator Saunders was informed of the situation and 
Saunders telephonically contacted Burns representative C. Strayer 
and advised him of the situation. Strayer then telephonically 
instructed G23 to suspend FGS pending investigation. Because FGS 
was in no condition to drive, Guard 38 (G38) was instructed to 
drive FGS home. FGS left with G38 in G38 1 s vehicle and G37 
followed them in FGS's vehicle. On the way to FGS's residence, 
FGS pulled a bag of marijuana out of his sock and showed it to 
G38. G38 concluded that FGS apparently had the marijuana with 
him onsite. 

The Security Incident Report also documented that in response to 
this event, Security Adminsitrator Saunders removed FGS's access 
identification-badge, destroyed it, and permanently barred FGS 
from the site. 

d. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report did not specifically address 
this allegation. 

e. Findings 

Based on the information obtained, it could not be determined 
whether FGS was in an inebriated state or "high" at the time he 
reported to work and was issued a weapon, or whether he became 
intoxicated or high while on duty. FGS's condition was detected 
and adequate security measures and disciplinary action were taken 
in dealing with the incident. 

No evidence was obtained which substantiated any additional 
instances of guards being intoxicated or high when issued a weapon 
or while on duty. 

12. Investigation of Allegation No. 6 

Allegation No. 6 - Some guards take "pills" and some CECo employees (who 
are running the nuclear plant) have marijuana and pills with them. 
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a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed and related the 
following information: while on duty sometime in the Spring of 
1981, Alleger B encountered a CECo employee coming out of the 
Reactor Control Room. The CECo employee commented to her that 
he had left his pack of cigarettes in the Control Room and had 
to retrieve·them before the Shift Engineer found them. Alleger B 
offered the CECo employee one of her cigarettes and he advised 
Alleger B that he was not referring to the type of cigarettes she 
had. She assumed the CECo employee meant he did not smoke filter 
tip cigarettes; however, after further conversation the CECo 
employee indicated he was talking about marijuana ("grass") 
cigarettes, rather than regular cigarettes. The CECo employee 
retrieved the pack of cigarettes and showed it to Alleger B. It 
appeared to be a normal cigarette package and the CECo employee 
indicated he had a few "joints" (marijuana cigarettes) in the 
rear of the package. Alleger B stated she did not know the name 
of the CECo employee involved in this incident. 

In addition, Alleger B also related the following: On one occasion 
while on duty, former Guard 6 (FG6) offered her what he character
ized as "pep pills." FG6 showed Alleger B the pills which he carried 
loose inside his pocket. The pills actually appeared to be black 
capsules and FG6 advised Alleger B that he obtained them from a 
friend (whose identity he did not disclose). Alleger B indicated 
she did not ask FG6 what the capsules contained and stated that 
she did not know whether the capsules ·contained an illegally 
possessed "controlled substance" or a legally possessed "over-the
counter" or "look-alike" drug. 

Alleger B provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 8, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT D. 

(INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: The black capsule as described above could have been 
a variety of substances including an amphetamine stimulant (controlled sub
stance) possessed either legally or illegally depending on the circumstances, 
or a look-alike drug (not a controlled substance) possessed legally. 

b. Information from Alleger A 

On January 12, 1982, Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger A related the following information regarding what he 
stated was the only instance in which he observed anyone using what 
appeared to be narcotics: Approximately one and one half years ago 
(circa July 1980), Alleger A was on the fuel floor with a female 
guard, the identity of whom he would not disclose. This guard 
generally worked a lot of overtime and on that occasion had in her 
possession certain black capsules which Alleger A believed to be 
speed (stimulants). The guard kept the capsules in a prescription 
type bottle although Alleger A could not recall whether or not the 
bottle had a prescription label on it. On that occasion, Alleger A 
observed the guard take two of the capsules in which she indicated 
contained speed. The guard asked Alleger A if he wanted one of the 
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capsules, but he declined. Alleger A also stated that the guard 
indicated the capsules cost $35 or $40 a bottle. Alleger A did not 
know whether or not the capsules were prescription issue. 

Alleger A provided a written statement on January 12, 1982, 
attesting to this information, a copy of which is attached as 
EXHIBIT A. 

c. Information from Alleger D 

On January 21, 1982,. Alleger D was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger D stated that while he was employ~d onsite, on approxi
mately three separate occasions he observed three different guards 
smoking what he believed was mar1Juana. Each of these instances 
was observed in the vicinity of the mobile trailers located in 
the protected area. Alleger D refused to provide the names of 
the guards allegedly involved in these instances. Alleger D also 
refused to submit to a personal interview or provide a written 
statement regarding the information he related. 

A copy of the memorandum regarding "Results Of Interview With 
Alleger D" is attached as EXHIBIT E. 

d. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors 
were interviewed regarding this allegation. Other than G29 (as 
stated in the following), none of the security guards and super
visors interviewed stated they had observed anyone onsite who 
th~y suspected of possessing, using, distributing or selling 
drugs illegally. 

On December 17, 1981 and January 19, 1982~ Guard 4 (G4) was inter
viewed at the Dresden Nuclear Power Station. G4 stated she has 
never observed any instances of what she suspected might be illegal 
drug use or possession. She did state; however, she is aware that 
some guards use over-the-counter (nonprescription) drugs (e.g., 
Dexatrim and No Doze) for purposes of weight loss and staying awake 
while on duty. G4 also related that while working the midnight 
shift during her first six months onsite, she used diet pills 
(i.e., stimulants) prescribed by her physician. (G4 started 
onsite in April 1978.) 

On January 12 and 19, 1982, Guard 29 (G29) was interviewed at 
the Dresden Nuclear Power Station. As previously stated under 
the report section entitl'ed "Investigation of Allegation No. 1," 
G29 related her account of an incident involving FGl's onsite 
possession and distribution of pills she suspected were illegally 
possessed stimulants. In addition, G29 related she was aware that 
some guards working onsite used over-the-counter diet pills and 
stimulants to stay awake, and also indicated a few guards used 
prescription diet pills for the same purpose. 
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G29 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 13, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT B. 

e. Review of Licensee and Security Contractor Documents Regarding 
Policy on Use of Illicit Drugs 

A review of licensee and security contractor documents regarding 
policy on use of illicit drugs revealed the following: 

(1) Dresden Site Orientation Training 

A review of Dresden orientation training materials disclosed 
that prior to being granted a photo-identification badge 
authorizing escorted or unescorted access to Dresden, each 
person must participate in a training session in which re
sponsibilities concerning security and radiation protection 
while onsite are explained. In this training individuals are 
informed that drugs (other than prescription) are considered 
contraband and are forbidden onsite. 

(2) Burns Security Employment Form Entitled: "Grounds For Dismissal" 

A review of the Burns Security employment form entitled 
"Grounds For Dismissal" documents that: 

"Burns guards are subject to dismissal for ... Drinking intoxi
cating liquor, using illegal narcotics, or being under their 
influence while on duty." 

As a condition of employment Burns guards are required to 
read this form and acknowledge it has been read by affixing 
their signatures on the form with a witness present. 

(3) "Dresden Nuclear Power Station - New Employee Information 
Booklet" 

A review of the Dresden NPS-New Employee Information Booklet 
(Section 4.1 - "What Is Expected of An Employee") revealed it 
reflected the following information: 

"You are expected to report to work in an alert and sober 
condition. No employee who is under the influence of alcohol 
or drugs will be allowed to work. 

"The use of intoxicating liquor or the use of drugs while 
on company property including parking lots is prohibited." 

(4) "Safety Is In Your Hands - Handbook For Safety And Accident 
Prevention - Rules For Commonwealth Edison Employees" 

A review of this handbook revealed it reflected the following 
information under the section entitled "some hidden hazards": 
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"The use of intoxicating liquor or illicit drugs while on 
duty is prohibited. No employee who is under the influence 
of alcohol or illicit drugs will be allowed to work." 

A copy of this handbook is given to all CECo employees 
stationed at Dresden NPS. 

(5) CECo Newsinformation Department Newsletter 

A review of the August 31, 1981, issue of the CECo newsletter 
entitled "Watt's Happening" revealed the f~llowing information: 

"A WORD TO THE WISE ... EDISON HAS reaffirmed a policy that the 
vast majority of employees have been following to the letter. 
Just so the rules are clear to all; however, here it is again: 
the use, sale or possession of illegal narcotics, drugs or 
substances while on the job or on company property are not 
permitted. A violation constitutes a dischargeable offense 
for which the employee may also be exposed to criminal pro
secution. Needless to say, the intent of the policy is not 
to intrude in employees' personal lives but to ensure that 
no one does anything at work or on company property that is 
illegal, could affect an employee's job performance, or could 
affect the safety of other emp1"yees and the public. Employee 
attitude and cooperation over the years have been excellent. 
Keep up the good performance" 

This newsletter has company-wide circulation. 

(6) Dresden NPS Newsleter 

A review of the January 29, 1982, Dresden newsletter entitled 
"Twelve Views" revealed the following information: 

"As a reminder, to refresh your memory on Edison policy that 
you received during your initial and requal - GET training, 
contraband material is not allowed on Edison property. This 
includes the parking lot and cooling lakes. Anyone found in 
these areas with contraband is subject to disciplinary action." 

This newsletter has· Dresden station-wide circulation. 

f. Review of Security Documents Regarding Drug Related Events 

A review of Security Incident Reports and memorandums prepared 
since January 1977, was conducted to determine what drug related 
incidents had occurred at Dresden and how they were dealt with 
by the guard force and licensee management. A summary of the 
incidents and actions taken, as stated by the documents reviewed, 
is as follows: (Summaries are worded as closely as practical to 
statements cont.ained in the security documents reviewed.) 
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(1) Security Incident Report No. 79-7-1 

On June 13, 1979, at approximately 7:00 a.m., former CECo 
Employee 2 (FCE2) was observed by Guard 39 (G39) approaching 
one of the metal detectors in the Gatehouse. Before passing 
through the metal detector, FCE2 pulled a set of keys out of 
his pocket and placed them·on the x-ray machine conveyor belt. 
As FCE2 did so, G39 observed a "small white-looking object" 
fall out of FCE2's pocket. FCE2 apparently did not notice 
the object fall out of his pocket. G39 was involved in "pat 
down" searches of individuals by the turnstile and could not 
immediately investigate to determine what the object was. A 
contractor picked up the object (which was a small glass 
bottle containing a white powder substance) and gave·it to 
Guard 40 (G40) who was stationed at the x-ray machine. G40 
gave the bottle to Guard 41 (G41) who examined it and 
returned it to G40. G40 subsequently gave it to G39 to 
examine. G39 suspected the substance might be "snow" (a 
slang name for cocaine) and turned it over to the Dresden 
Tour Center Director. At approximately 8:00 a.m. FCE2 
came back into the Gatehouse and walked around apparently 
searching for something. After he passed through the metal 
detector, FCE2 asked G40 if they (security) had found some
thing. G40 advised that they had and it was taken care of, 
after which, FCE2 walked away. At approximately 9:30 a.m., 
G39 reported the incident to his lieutenant, Guard 42. (G42), 
who conducted an inquiry into the incident. At approximately 

· 1:15 p.m., the Dresden Tour Center Director gave the bottle 
containing the white powder substance to G42, who subsequently 
reported his findings regarding the incident to the Guard Shift 
Supervisor. The Guard Shift Supervisor took possession of the 
bottle from G42 and sealed it in an envelope. 

Licensee representatives subsequently sent the substance to 
Chrometrics Laboratories, Inc. for analysis and on June 22, 
1979, Chrometrics confirmed that the substance was cocaine. 

A meeting was held on June 27, 1979, to discuss the allegation 
that FCE2 dropped the cocaine upon entering the Gatehouse. 
Licensee management and union officials were present along with 
FCE2. After hearing the allegation, FCE2 stated that "it was 
not him" and the reason he went back to Gatehouse looking for 
something was that he had "lost his money clip." FCE2 stated 
he told a guard (whom he described as being Guard 43) about 
losing the money clip. FCE2 said the whole incident must be 
a case of "mistaken identity" and insisted that he did not 
drop the cocaine. In addition, FCE2 stated he did not use 
cocaine and offered to submit to a blood test, urine test, 
or polygraph examination to prove it. 

Guard 39 (who saw FCE2 drop the cocaine) was asked if he would 
be willing to take a polygraph examination regarding the 
incident, and he stated he would. 
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Guard 43 (who was identified by FCE2 as being the person he 
told about losing his money clip) was asked if FCE2 had 
mentioned to her losing anything on the date of the incident. 
Guard 43 (G43) stated that all FCE2 said to her was, " ... was 
it going to be analyzed here or in Joliet.". G43 was asked if 
she would be willing to take a polygraph examination regarding 
the incident, and she said she would. 

As a result of the meeting it was decided that FCE2 would 
submit to a polygraph examination. Arrangements were made 
for the polygraph examination and it was conducted that same 
day. The results of the examination indicated that FCE2's 
answers regarding his innocence were false. When FCE2 was 
informed that his answers were false, he then "confessed" to 
the incident. FCE2 also wrote a statement to the Station 
Superintendent admitting to the incident. 

On June 29, 1979, a meeting was held to discuss the findings 
of the licensee's investigation and it was decided that FCE2 
be terminated effective that date. 

(2) Security Incident Report No. 80-5-4 

On May 6, 1980, at approximately 2:10 p.m., Guard 24 (G24) 
found a "baggie" containing what appeared to be marijuana, 
on the northwest end of the contractor's parking lot. (This 
lot is outside the protected area of the plant.) G24 gave 
the suspected marijuana to (Sergeant) G35.who had arrived (by 
car) at the parking lot at approximately the same time G24 
found the substance. G35 delivered the substance to the Burns 
Site Supervisor who contacted the CECo Security Administrator. 
Subsequently, the Security Administrator took custody of the 
suspected marijuana. 

There were no known suspects regarding the possession of the 
material prior to G24 locating it and no further investiga
tive action was taken. The Security Administrator flushed 
the suspected marijuana down a toilet on Hay 6, 1980, and 
this action was witnessed by an individual from the CECo 
Quality Assurance Department. The Security Administrator 
informed the guard force of the incident (via the Burns Site 
Supervisor) and instructed them to be aware for further 
evidence of any similar incidents. 

(3) Security Incident Report No. 80-6-41 

While. stationed at Door 12 on June 22, 1980, at approximately 
3:30 p.m. Guard 44 (G44) observed five red pills on the floor 
approximately two feet in front of the 2A instrument dryer. G44 
retrieved the pills and gave them to her supervisor, (Sergeant) 
Guard 45. Subsequently, the Staff Assistant/Security took 
custody of the pills. 
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It was not possible to determine who originally possessed the 
pills or how they arrived at the location they were found and 
it was determined the appropriate action was to destroy the 
pills. The Staff Assistant/Security flushed the pills down 
a toilet on June 24, 1980 and this action was witnessed by an 
individual from the Quality Assurance Department. 

(4) Security Incident Report No. 80-9-41 

On September 25, 1980, at approximately 5:00 a.m., Guard 46 
advised his lieutenant (G37) that a very small amount of what 
appeared to be marijuana had been found between the water supply 
tank and Door 13 on top of Box 160. G37 informed the Shift 
Engineer of the report. 

(The details of the incident report are vague regarding the 
following information.) Apparently the Shift Engineer inves
tigated the report and located the suspected marijuana. The 
quantity of the substance was so small that the Shift Engineer 
literally blew the particles into the air, after which the 
substance was no longer detectable. 

(5) Memorandum to Security Surveillance File (dated January 21, 
1982) Subject: Drug Allegations 

On Monday, January 18, 1982, CECo Employee 1 (CEl) (a Rad 
Chem/Health Physicist) related to the Security Administrator 
the following account of an incident which she stated 
concerned her. 

She stated that on Friday, January 15, 1982, at approximately 
6:00 p.m. as she was leaving the Unit 3 Fuel Floor, a con
versation was started with her by the guard who was stationed 
at that post. The guard made reference to how long she was 
working and that she looked tired. CEl said she was working 
12 hour shifts and a lot of overtime and was tired. The guard 
stated that he worked a lot of overtime also. He then asked 
her if she wanted some "black beauties" to keep her awake. 
She stated she was puzzled by the question because she did 
not know what he meant by "black beauties." When she asked 
him what "black beauties" were, he laughed and said they were 
"speed" pills to keep you going when you are tired.- When she 
heard this, she said she immediately left without answering. 
CEl said this bothered her all weekend because she did not 
know if this guard was serious, was trying to get her in 
trouble, or what his motives were. 

The Security Administrator showed CEl photographs of guards 
who could have been working during the time of the incident 
and CEl tentatively identified Guard 47 (G47) as the guard 
involved. At that time CEl was asked to pass by the post 
at which G47 was stationed and positively identify him as 
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the guard involved. She did so and confirmed that G47 was 
the guard who offered her the "black beauties". The Security 
Administrator told CEl that G47 would be questioned about the 
incident and her anonymity would be maintained, if possible. 
CEl was also asked if she would be willing to take a polygraph 
examination to substantiate her statements. She stated that 
although she would be nervous about it, she probably would 
take the examination. 

G47 was interviewed on that date by the Security Administrator 
with the Burns Site Supervisor also present. G47 was advised 
that he had been identified as an individual who. offered drugs 
(black beauties) to certain other individual(s) onsite. G47 
denied the allegation and stated he has never had any drugs, 
owned any drugs, or offered any drugs to anyone. The Security 
Administrator told G47 that in view of the circumstances it 
would be necessary for the Burns Site Super.visor and him· to 
search G47's locker. G47 stated he had nothing to hide and 
had no objections to the Security Administrator and Burns 
Site Supervisor searching his locker. In addition, G47 
stated he would voluntarily take a polygraph examination to 
prove his innocence. 

G47's locker and its contents were searched and no unauthorized 
materials were found. The Security Administrator also gave G47 
a thorough pat down search and no unauthorized materials were 
detected. 

After discussing the incident with the Burns Security District 
Manager, the Security Administrator requested that Burns in
vestigate further by having a polygraph examination adminstered 
to G47. 

On January 26, 1982, G47 was given a polygraph examination by 
Gray and Associates of Rockford, Illinois. The questions asked 
of G47 centered around the details of the alleged incident and 
possible use, possession and distribution of marijuana and 
controlled substances on CECo property. G47 essentially 
denied using, possessing, offering, and/or distributing 
marijuana and other controlled substances on CECo.property. 
In the opinion of the polygraph examiner, G47 told sub
stantially the truth during the examination. 

During the interview portion of the polygraph examination the 
following information was learned. G47 stated that he had 
joked to CEl about black beauties and the steam tunnel at the 
site. He stated he did not have any pills with him then and 
did not have any in his locker. G47 meant the conversation 
only as a joke in reference to the television newscasts and 
did not intend the conversation to be construed as an offer 
for illegal drugs. He stated that when first confronted with 
the allegation, he felt he would be made a "scapegoat" for 
the problem. 
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Subsequent to the polygraph examination it was decided no 
further investigative action was necessary. No disciplinary 
action was taken regarding G47 and the matter was considered 
closed. 

(6) Memorandum to Security Surveillance File (dated January 25, 
1982) Subject: Arrest For Delivery of Cannabis 

On January 20, 1982, the Shift Engineer received a call from 
the Will County Sheriff's Police indicating CECo Employee 2 
(CE2), a stockman, was in custody and requesting a vacation 
day to cover his absence. Subsequent to that call, both D. 
Niswonger, Storeroom Supervisor, and G. Zeman, Personnel 
Administrator, followed up with the Will County Police and 
determined that CE2 was held on multiple traffic warrants and 
three counts of delivery of cannabis. It was also learned a 
hearing was to be held at 1: 30 that afternoon. , Zeman attended 
the hearing and had conversations with CE2 and his attorney 
that afternoon, and indicated to CE2 that his job could be 
in jeopardy because of the type of activity he had been 
charged with. CE2 returned to work after making bail on . 
Thursday, January 21, and worked the day shift both Thursday 
and Friday. During that period, he was subject to heightened 
management surveillances, and on the afternoon of Friday, 
January 22, his authorization level was lowered to allow 
access only through the gatehouse turnstiles. This action 
was discussed and agreed upon between Messrs. Zeman, D. Scott, 
Station Superintendent, and D. Galle, Operations Manager, and 
was also discussed with local Union Representatives J. Zagar 
and C. Roese!. 

Further management review during the evening of January 22nd 
indicated more stringent measures were in order. Consequently, 
CE2's security badge was pulled on Friday afternoon, and in a 
meeting attended by Scott, Zeman, Zagar, Roesel and CE2 on 
Monday morning, January 25th, CE2 was suspended without pay for 
an indefinite period. 

(INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: In a June 14, 1982, telephone conversation with an 
agent of the Metropolitan Area Narcotics Squad (MANS), the agent advised that 
CE2, after posting bail, failed to appear for his scheduled court appearance. 
As a result of this, a warrant for CE2's arrest was issued. MANS agents 
attempted to locate CE2 in order to serve the warrant; however, CE2 moved from 
his last known address and to date, the agents have been unable to locate hl.m.) 

On February 1, 1982, a search of CE2's locker was conducted by 
the Dresden Storeroom Supervisor and a union steward. No drugs 
or drug paraphernalia were found during the search. 

(7) Security Incident Report No. 82-2-20 

On February 9, 1982, at approximately 8:00 a.m., (Captain) G58 
as he left the Administration Building by the east door, picked 
up what looked like a film container in front of the U.S. 
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Mailbox. (The Administration Building is outside of the pro
tected area of the plant.) The container contained four yellow 
pills. G58 immediately brought the container and pills to the 
CECo Security Administrator. 

The Security Administrator examined the markings on the pills 
and after comparing them to pictures in his "Physicians' Desk 
Reference," he concluded the pills appeared to be the stimulant 
"Desoxyn." Desoxyn is a controlled substance issued by pre
scription only for purposes of weight loss. He subsequently 
forwarded the pills to the CECo Nuclear Security Administrator's 
office for formal review and evaluation. 

The Security Administrator pointed out that: (a) the pills 
were found outside the protected area in an area accessible 
to many people; (b) they could have been someone's·prescrip
tion being carried in a film (35mm) case for convenience; (c) 
on the previous day he spoke to approximately 50 linemen from 
other areas, who were in (site orientation) class prior to 
entering the plant for outage work. He specifically mentioned 
the use of pills/drugs to the linemen and informed them if 
they had prescription drugs, they should be in a prescription 
bottle. It is possible that a person after hearing this 
warning decided he should "drop" the pills prior to entering 
the plant . 

Due to the limited facts it was not possible to come to any 
concrete· conclusions regarding the matter. 

Security Incident Report No. 82-2-35 

On February 12, .1982, at approximately 9: 40 a. m. , (Lieutenant) 
G23 was summoned to the Gatehouse where Guard 6 had detected 
what appeared to be a plastic baggie of marijuana in 
Contractor 1.'s coat.pocket. The suspect marijuana was con
fiscated. G23 reported the incident to Security Administrator 
Saunders and Contractor 1 was refused access to the plant. 
Saunders notified Contractor l's supervisor of the incident 
and the supervisor immediately terminated Contractor 1. 

Because the amount of the suspect marijuana was so small 
(less than approximately one-half the content of a cigarette), 
it was decided that the incident did not warrant turning 
Contractor 1 over to the Grundy County Sheriff's Department. 
Contractor l's supervisor (who is a part time Alsip, Illinois 
police officer) also concurred in this decision. 

On February 19, 1982, the suspect marijuana was tested at 
the Dresden Station by Gary Phillips, Undersheriff of Grundy 
County, using a narcotics field test kit. The test results 
showed a positive indication that the material was in fact 
mariJuana. The material was then turned over to Undersheriff 
Phillips for disposal. 
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g. Contact with Agent from the Metropolitan Area Narcotics Squad (MANS) 

On January 22, 1982, the Region III NRG office was contacted by a 
supervisory agent of the Joliet, Illinois area MANS office. The 
supervisory agent provided the following additional information 
regarding the arrest of CE2 for alleged delivery of cannabis: In 
conversations prior to CE2's arrest, CE2 mentioned the name of an 
individual who he indicated was his (marijuana) "connection" at 
Dresden. CE2 also mentioned that this individual was employed at 
Dresden, but did not state in what capacity. During the course of 
the MANS investigation leading to the arrest of CE2, there were no 
indications that any marijuana transactions had occurred at Dresden. 

A review of Dresden access identification badge records revealed 
there was no one employed onsite with the exact name as related by 
MANS. There were; however, four individuals employed onsite with 
the same surname as that provided (one CECo employee and three 
contractor employees). 

On February 2, 1982, the MANS agent who made the arrest of CE2 
for the alleged offenses was telephonically interviewed. The 
agent was advised that there were four individuals with the same 
surname as that provided by the supervisory agent but none with 
the same first name. The agent stated to the best of his recol
lection the first name prov.ided was correct; however, his 
investigative.notes were lost and the name could not be verified. 
He further advised that during his investigation, CE2 indicated his 
connection at Dresden was approximately 23 or 24 years old and lived 
in Channahon, Illinois. 

The Dresden Security Administrator was subsequently advised of the 
additional information obtained from MANS. The Security Administrator 
related that of the four individuals with the same surname provided 
by MANS, CECo Employee 3 (CE3) was 23· years old and lived in 
Channahon, Illinois. 

(1) Licensee Interview of CECo Employee 3 

On February 5, 1982, Station Superintendent D. Scott met with 
and interviewed CE3 at the Dresden station. Personnel 
Administrator G. Zeman and union representatives J. Zagar and 
R. Parks were also present. A review of the memorandum pre
pared by Station Superintendent regarding the interview/meeting 
reflected the following information: 

"The meeting was in response to information from the NRG which 
circumstantially linked CE3 with offsite traffic in cannabis. 
To my (Scott's) knowledge, CE3 was not aware of our tip or the 
purpose of the meeting. 

"I (Scott) opened the meeting with an explanation of my 
(Scott's) responsibility as Station Superintendent to ensure 
safe operation of the station and to see that the policies 
of Commonwealth Edison were carried out. 
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"I (Scott) then informed CE3 of our concerns regarding his 
alleged involvement in illegal drugs and asked if he had any 
comments he wished to make. CE3 replied in the negative. 

"I (Scott) then asked the following series of questions of CE3. 

(1) Have you ever sold drugs or marijuana on company property? 

(2) Have you ever taken drugs or marijuana on company property? 

(3) Have you ever possessed or brought drugs or marijuana onto 
company property? 

(4) Have you ever been under the influence of drugs while on 
company property? 

"CE3's response to each of the questions was an emphatic no. He 
(CE3) stated he would not jeopardize his job for something as 
foolish as that. 

"I (Scott) then offered CE3 the opportunity to accompany 
Messrs. Zeman, Zagar and Parks while they inspected his 
assigned locker. CE3 willingly agreed. 

"Mr. Zeman reported back that the inspection CE3's locker 
did not reveal any contraband. 

"Based on the results of our interview and the negative results 
of the locker search and an earlier (2/4/82) pat down search of 
CE3 undertaken when the metal detector alarmed while he was 
entering the plant, I (Scott) have decided not to take any 
further action in this case." 

(2) NRC Interview of CECo Employee 3 (CE3) 

On February 9, 1982, CE3 was interviewed at the Dresden 
Nuclear Power Station with union representatives L. Parks 
and R. Tierney present. CE3 stated that during the time 
he has been employed at Dresden, he has never sold, used, 
possessed or in any way been involved with, marijuana or 
other drugs onsite (i.e., illegal drugs or drugs for which 
a doctor's prescription is required by law). CE3 further 
stated he has never taken or used marijuana or other drugs 
prior to reporting to work onsite and has never reported to 
work while under the influence of marijuana or other drugs. 
He also related that he has no personal knowledge of anyone 
selling, possessing, or using marijuana or other drugs and 
has no knowledge of anyone who has been onsite while under 
the influence of marijuana or other drugs. 

During the interview CE3 was questioned regarding why anyone 
would allege his involvement with illicit drugs if such in
volvement were not true. CE3 indicated that CE2 (CE3 did not 
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specifically identify CEZ by name, but rather by general 
description and job title) was apparently "out to get" him 
for some reason and made the allegation. 

In subsequent discussions with CE3 and union representatives 
it was suggested that CE3 consider taking a voluntary polygraph 
examination to further substantiate his statements. Union re
presentative Tierney indicated CE3 and the union would consider 
this sugg~stion altho~gh they believed such an examination was 
not warranted. 

CE3 remarked that this allegation should not have been brought 
to his attention by CECo management based solely on hearsay 
information. He stated the fact that he was interviewed by 
CECo management regarding involvement with illicit drugs would 
adversely affect his reputation as a CECo employee. 

CE3 provided a written sworn statement attesting to the 
previous information on February 9, 1982, a copy of which 
is attached as EXHIBIT M. 

h. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report related the following information 
regarding this allegation: 

"The use of non-prescription o'r non-over-the-counter pills onsite 
by guards, CECo, or contractors was the seventh question I (Security 
Administrator Saunders) asked. All guards, with one exception, 
stated that they did not know of or see anyone taking illegal pills 
onsite. One guard (G48) stated that she knew that another guard (G49) 
was taking some drugs and that they were offered to her as pills to 
keep her awake. In pursuing the allegation, I (Saunders) "called in" 
the guard (G49) alleged as having the drugs. I (Saunders) questioned 
her and she stated that she did use Dexatrim, which is an over-the
counter drug used for weight loss which also contained 200 mg. of 
caffeine. (reference from 1981 Edition of "Physician's Desk 
Reference") Since caffeine is also used as a mild stimulant, some 
guards use these Dexatrim when tired. Since these pills are over
the-counter and not a controlled substance, this concern appears to 
be a case of a concerned guard (G48) reporting a situation that 
needed investigating." 

i. Findings 

The licensee and security contractor have a written policy which 
prohibits the use, sale or possession of illegal narcotics, drugs 
or substances while on CECo property and which prohibits individ
uals being under the influence of such drugs while at work. This 
policy has been communicated through various means to assure that 
both CECo and contractor employees are aware of it. 
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There is evidence that indicates there have been isolated instances 
of CECo employees, guards and/or other contractor employees posses
sing marijuana or other illicit drugs onsite. Two separate incidents 
concerning suspected drugs involved the testing of the licensee
seized suspect materials which resulted in a conclusion that the 
suspect material in one instance was cocaine, and in the other 
instance was marijuana. The individuals involved in each incident 
were adequately dealt with and neither individual penetrated the 
Gatehouse search area and entered onsite with the materials. 

In all other instances in which illicit drugs were suspected to be 
involved, the suspect materials were not obtained or analyzed and 
therefore a determination could not be made that the suspect 
materials were in fact illicit drugs, or other licit materials. 

Based on the information obtained during the investigation, it 
appears the licensee is able to detect instances involving suspected 
illicit drugs and deal with individuals involved in such instances. 

11. Investigation of Allegation No. 7 

Allegation No. 7 - Guards working with the x-ray machine have seen 
marijuana paraphernalia ("roach clips") being brought into the plant. 
Guards cannot say anything about it because the individuals are not 
doing anything with the paraphernalia. 

a. Background Information 

One item of marijuana paraphernalia, the roach clip, is a device 
generally used to hold a marijuana cigarette butt when lit, to 
prevent the burning of one's fingers and at the same time facilitate 
the smoking of as much of the marijuana cigarette as possible. Many 
items commonly used in legitimate everyday applications may also be 
used as (and perceived as) roach clips (e.g., electrical wire clamps, 
physicians' hemostats, bobby pins, paper clips, etc.). In the in
vestigation into this allegation, a determination of exactly what 
type of items were perceived as roach clips by certain individuals 
was not pursued. 

b. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

on-January 27, 1982, Alleger C was telephonically interviewed. 
When questioned regarding this allegation, Alleger C stated she 
was "not saying anything about it because they're (Burns and CECo) 
not doing anything about it." 

A copy of the memorandum regarding "Results of. Interview With 
Alleger C" is attached as EXHIBIT F. 

c. Information from Alleger E 

On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger E stated that while assigned to x-ray machine duty in the 
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Gatehouse, she has observed approximately five instances of marijuana 
paraphernalia ("roach clips") being brought into the plant. 

Alleger E provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 18, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT ~. 

d. Interviews of Security Guards 

Of the thirty-six security guards and supervisors interviewed 
regarding this allegation, no one claimed to have personally 
observed marijuana paraphernalia being brought into the Dresden 
Station. 

e. - Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation did not specifically address this 
allegation. 

f. Finding 

There are indications that marijuana paraphernalia has in certain 
instances been brought into the plant. 

The possession of marijuana paraphernalia (at the Dresden Station) 
is not prohibited by federal, state, or local law. The licensee 
does not yet have any written-policy regarding the introduction or 
possession of marijuana paraphernalia onsite; however, it is a 
current security practice to prevent the introduction of suspect 
paraphernalia onsite by confiscating it upon detection. Receipts 
are given for the confiscated paraphernalia and the owners may 
claim their property subsequent to leaving the protected area. 
This practice was initiated by the Security Administrator on 
February 12, 1982. 

14. Investigation of Allegation No. 8 

Allegation No. 8 - People are known to leave the security area, go out 
to their vehicles, drink alcoholic beverages and come back onsite. 

a. Background Information 

The NRC's primary concern with regard to this allegation is that 
those individuals, whose ability to perform their job is impaired 
due to alcohol consumption (or drug use), be detected and denied 
access to the plant. 

b. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 27, 1982, Alleger C was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger C indicated she has never personally witnessed the activity 
she alleged; however, on several occasions she has noticed the odor 
of liquor on the breath of certain individuals coming back onsite 
after leaving the security (protected) area (e.g., individuals 
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returning from lunch break). She related she has never observed 
anyone coming onsite who in her opinion was intoxicated to the 
point where their ability to perform their job was impaire~. 

Alleger C stated she recalled only one instance of observing an 
individual onsite who in her opinion was intoxicated. She related 
that this individual (a CECo employee whose identity she did not 
know) was observed on the turbine floor with some other CECo 
employees approximately six months prior to date of this interview. 
Based on "the way he looked," Alleger C stated in her opinion the 
individual was intoxicated. She added that she did not report the 
incident because she was late reporting to a vital area post and 
in addition, did not think she could prove the individual was 
intoxicated. She also advised that the individual was not engaged 
in any work activities when she observed him. 

c. Information from Alleger A 

On January 12, 1982, Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger A stated he recalled one instance, which occurred on 
December. 24, 1980, in which he observed three CECo employees come 
into the plant apparently sober and later when apparently intoxi
cated were sent home by their supervisor. He also indicated. that 
(Lieutenant) G30 witnessed this occurrence. 

(INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: (Lieutenant) G30 was interviewed on January 19, 1982, 
and stated she did not work on December 24, 1980, and had no knowledge of this 
occurrence.) 

Alleger A also indicated he was aware of four or five instances in 
which CECo employees suspected to be intoxicated, were detained by 
guards in the Gatehouse but subsequently allowed into the plant by 
their (CECo) supervisors. 

d. Information from Alleger B 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed and related the 
following information. Alleger B stated that on at least two 
occasions while on duty in the Gatehouse she observed CECo employees 
report for work who in her opinion were intoxicated. The guards 
initially refused to give the individuals their access badges and 
contacted the Shift Foreman or Engineer who came to the Gatehouse 
to see the individuals. On those occasions the Shift Foreman or 
Engineer instructed the guards to give the employees their badges 
and indicated they would be allowed into the plant to "sleep it 
off." 

Alleger B provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 8, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT D. 
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e. Information from Alleger E 

On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger E indicated she was aware that certain contractor employees 
consumed alcoholic beverages offsite prior to coming into the plant. 
She also indicated that although she has not personally observed 
this activity, on occasion, she has noticed the odor of liquor on 
the breath of some contractor employees as they came into the plant. 
Alleger E stated; however, she could not recall any instances in 
which any apparently intoxicated contractor employees were allowed 
into the plant. 

Alleger E provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 18, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT G. 

f. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors were 
interviewed regarding their observations and actions concerning 
alcoholic beverage consumption and individuals suspected to be 
intoxicated. The following information was provided. 

Guards 4, 9, 12, 14, 19, 33, 34 and 35 each stated they had either 
personally observed or been involved in an instance in which an 
individual, who appeared to be intoxicated, was detained in the 
Gatehouse. In each of these instances the individuals involved 
were ultimately denied access to the plant. 

G4 also stated, as did G24, that they had each either personally 
observed or been involved in an instance in which a CECo employee 
who appeared to be intoxicated was detained by the guards in the 
Gatehouse, but subsequently allowed into the plant by either the 
employee's (CECo) supervisor or the Shift Foreman or Engineer. 

Guard 3 (G3) stated he has seen some evidence of alchol use by 
contractor employees outside the protected area of the plant. 
Specifically, G3 stated that on occasion, he has observed empty 
beer cans and liquor bottles in the contractor parking lot. He 
indicated; however, that he has not personally observed any con
tractors consuming alcoholic beverages in the parking lot or 
onsite, and has never observed anyone onsite who in his opinion 
was intoxicated. 

g. Information from CECo Security Administrator 

During the course of the investigation the Security Administrator 
Barry Saunders was interviewed on several occasions and provided 
the following information relating to the detection of intoxicated 
individuals and denial of access to the plant. 
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It is a general security practice for guards, whenever it appears 
that an individual is intoxicated or high (for example, when the 
individual is in the Gatehouse), to deny the individual access to 
the plant. 

When such an instance involves a CECo employee, the employee is 
detained in the Gatehouse; a guard supervisor, the Security 

.. Administrator,. and the employee's supervisor and/or shift Foreman 
or Engineer are contacted and all are requested to go the Gatehouse 
to evaluate the employee's condition. Once all parties concerned 
arrive and evaluate the employee's condition, a determination is 
made either to deny or allow the employee access to the plant. 
Generally, the discretion regarding this decision (of whether or 
not an employee is intoxicated and/or allowed access to the plant) 
is vested in the employee's supervisor, the Shift Foreman or 
Engineer. Decisions regar'cling an employee's condition generally 
involve subjective opinions and judgements on the part of the CECo 
management individuals involved and may differ from one management 
individual to another. 

For those instances in which a contractor employee appears intoxi
cated or high when in the Gatehouse, the guards will detain the 
individual. If the instance involves a contractor individual who 
exhibits some signs of intoxication but is not unmistakeably 
intoxicated, a guard supervisor is notified. The guard supervisor 
will go to the Gatehouse, evaluate the individual's condition and 
make a judgement regarding whether or not the individual is allowed 
access. If the instance involves an individual who could be con
sidered to be unmistakably intoxicated, a guard supervisor, the Shift 
Foreman or Engineer and the highest ranking member of con.tractor 
management onsite, are notified and reque~ted to go to the Gate
house. (Generally, the Security Administrator is notified of all 
instances involving individuals suspected to be intoxicated and 
when onsite, will personally appear on the scene and evaluate the 
individuals' condition.) Once all parties concerned arrive and 
evaluate the contractor employee's condition, a determination is 
made either to deny or allow the individual access to the plant. 
The discretion regarding this decision is vested in the CECo 
management individuals involved in the evaluation. 

Regarding security activities in the contractor and CECo employee 
parking lo~s; Saunders advised that usually once during each eight 
hour shift a guard will conduct a mobile patrol of the parking lots 
during the course of checking other offsite owner controlled CECo 

.property (e.g., the cooling lake areas). These patrols do not 
necessarily coincide with shift lunch breaks and in that regard are 
generally not conducive to detecting individuals consuming alcoholic 
beverages during those breaks. On each shift, except during an 
outage, there is usually a guard stationed fulltime in the CECo 
parking lot. Generally speaking, these security assignments are 
intended primarily for the detection and prevention of property 
crimes and for advance notification purposes, rather than for 
detection of alcohol use. 
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Regarding evidence of offsite .alcohol use, Saunders remarked that 
most evidence of offsite alcohol use (e.g., empty beer cans and 
liquor bottles) is found in the contractor parking lot during the 
outages. Recently it appears that evidence of alcohol use within 
the owner controlled offsite areas is decreasing. Saunders 
indicated that individuals currently perceive a tougher policy 
regarding alcohol use on CECo property and rather than risk dis
ciplinary action by drinking on CECo property, they leave the 
owner controlled areas when they want to drink. 

h. Review of Licensee 'Documents Regarding Use of Alcoholic Beverages 
and Intoxicated Personnel 

A review of licensee documents regarding the use of alcoholic 
beverages and intoxicated personnel revealed the following: 

(1) Security Directive No. 78-8 

This Security Directive is dated November 2, 1976, and was 
originally issued to Pinkerton Security when Pinkerton was the 
licensee's security contractor onsite. The directive is still 
in force and·applies to Burns Security force members stationed 
at Dresden. The directive states the following: 

"Subject: Control of Intoxicated Personnel 

"In the event that a person entering the guard house is 
"suspected" of being intoxicated, let the person enter the 
site, but contact his cognizant Supervisor and inform him of 
the situation. 

"If a person entering the guard house is unmistakably "drunk", 
do not allow him to enter the protected area. Call his 
immediate Supervisor and the Shift Engineer and inform them of 
the situation." 

This directive bears the signature "Barry S. Saunders" - Dresden 
Security Coordinator. 

(2) Burns Security Employment Form Entitled: "Grounds For Dismissal" 

A review of the Burns Security employment form entitled "Grounds 
For Dismissal" documents that: "Burns guards are subject to 
dismissal for ... Drinking intoxicating liquor, using illegal 
narcotics, or being under their influence while on duty." 

As a condition of employment Burns guards are required to 
read this form and acknowledge it has been read by affixing 
their signatures on the form with a witness present. 
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(3) "Dresden Nuclear Power Station - New Employee Information 
Booklet" 

A review of the Dresden NPS - New Employee Information Booklet 
(Section 4. 1 - "What Is Expected Of .An Employee") revealed it 
reflected the following information: 

"You are expected to report to work in an alert and sober 
condition. No employee who is under the influence of alcohol 
or drugs will be allowed to work. 

"The use of intoxicating liquor or the use of drugs while on 
company property including parking lots is prohibited." 

(4) Dresden Site Orientation Training 

A review of Dresden orientation training materials disclosed 
that prior to being granted a photo-identification badge 
authorizing escorted or unescorted access to Dresden, each 
person must participate in a training session in which re
sponsibilities concerning security and radiation protection 
while onsite are explained. In this training individuals are 
informed that alcoholic beverages are considered contraband 
and are forbidden onsite. 

(5) "Safety Is In Your Hands - Handbook For Safety And Accident 
Prevention - Rules For Commonwealth Edison Employees" 

A review of this handbook revealed the following information 
under the section entitled "some hidden hazards." 

"The use of intoxicating liquor or illicit drugs while on 
duty is prohibited. No employee who is under the influence 
of alcohol or illicit· drugs will be allowed to work." 

A copy of this handbook is given to all CECo employees 
stationed at Dresden NPS. 

(6) General Order to CECo Management 

A review of a general order to CECo "Officers, Managers a.nd 
Division Vice Presidents", dated September 2, 1980, revealed 
the following policy information: 

"Consumption of Alcoholic Beverages: Employees who are found 
to have consumed alcoholic beverages· during working hours or 
at lunch will be sent home without pay. Further, alcoholic 
beverages shall not be provided at any Company-sponsored 
function which is held during the basic workday." 

(7) · CECo News Information Department Newsletter 

A review of the August 31, 1981, issue of the CECo newsletter 
entitled "Watt's Happening" revealed the following information: 
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• "A WORD TO THE WISE ... EDISON HAS reaffirmed a policy that the 
vast majority of employees have been following to the letter. 
Just so the rules are clear to all; however, here it is again: 
the use, sale or possession of illegal narcotics, drugs or 
substances while on the job or on company property are not 
permitted. A violation constitutes a dischargeable offense 
for which the employee may also be exposed to criminal pro
secution. Needless to say, the intent of the policy is not 
to intrude in. employee's personal lives but to ensure that 
no one does anything at work or on company property that is 
illegal, could a£fect an employee's job performance, or 
could affect the safety of other employees and the public. 
Employee attitude and cooperation over the years have been 
excellent. Keep up the good performance." 

The Watt's Happening newsletter has company-wide circµlation. 

(8) Dresden NPS Newsletter 

A review of the January 29, 1982 Dresden newsletter entitled 
"Twelve Views" revealed the following information: 

"As a reminder, to refresh your memory on Edison policy that 
you received during your initial and requal N-GET training, 
contraband material is not allowed on Edison property. This 
includes the parking lot and cooling lakes. Anyone found in 
these areas with contraband is subject to disciplinary action." 

This newsletter has Dresden station-wide circulation. 

i. Review of Security Documents Regarding Alcohol Related Events 

A review of Security Incident Reports prepared since January 1977, 
was conducted to determine what alcohol related incidents had 
occurred at Dresden and how they were dealt with by the guard 
force and licensee management. A summary of .the incidents and 
actions taken, as stated on the documents reviewed, is as follows: 
(Summaries are worded as closely as practical to statement contained 
in the security documents.) 

(1) Security Incident Report No. 78-4-1 

On March 30, 1978, at approximately 9:30 a.m., two station 
wagons each driven by a contractor employee were searched 
by Guard 53 (G53) at the main gate. Two coolers of beer 
were found, confiscated and held in the Gatehouse. At that 
time G53 asked each individual if they had any other liquor 
or contraband to declare and they stated they did not. 
Suitcases which were also in the vehicles were given a quick 
search. G53 advised Guard 54 (GS4) that she could ·search the 
suitcases more carefully if she felt it necessary once the 
vehicles entered onsite. Upon searching one of the suitcases 
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once the vehicles were onsite, G54 found a bottle of liquor 
and reported it to a supervisor. The supervisor instructed 
that both the individuals and vehicles be escorted back to 
the Gatehouse. Both contractor employees involved were then 
signed out, given back their alcoholic beverages and escorted 
offsite. 

(2) Security Incident Report No; 79-3-3 

(3) 

On March 27, 1979, at approximately 5:50 p.m., a contractor 
employee was signed in as a visitor and escorted into the 
plant by another contractor employee. Upon observing his 
actions, G7 suspected the visitor contractor employee might 
be under the influence of alcohol and notified the Shift 
Engineer of the situation. Approximately 20 minutes later 
the individual suspected to be under the influence was 
escorted out of the plant. 

(The incident report also contains additional information 
which indicates that subsequent to his being escorted out · 
of the plant, the individual may have vandalized a contractor 
foreman's car.) 

Security Incident Report for August 23, 1979 (No Report Number) 

On August 23, 1979, at approximately 9:10 a.m., Guard 55 (G55) 
who was assigned to search duty at the main gate, failed to 
detect in a tow truck entering the plant, two bags containing 
three cans of beer each. Subsequent to the vehicle entering 
onsite, Guard 56, the escort officer, detected the beer and 
confiscated it. 

G55 was suspended for three days for failure to perform a 
complete search. 

(4) Security Incident Report for September 24, 1979 (No Report 
Number) 

On September 24, 1979, at approximately 9:15 p.m., Guard 50 
(G50) observed three individuals in the contractor parking lot 
drinking beer. G50 reported the incident to his supervisor 
(Lieutenant) G58, who notified the CECo Shift Engineer. G58 
also provided the Shift Engineer with the names of the three 
individuals G50 observed. The individuals were not in the 
protected area and did not attempt to enter the protected area. 
No further action was taken regarding the matter. 

(5) Security Incident Report No. 79-10-1 

On October 10, 1979, at approximately 9:05 a.m., a group of 
five contractor employees entered the Gatehouse. During a pat 
down search of one of the employees Guard 57 (G57) found two 
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bottles of beer on the individual and confiscated them. The 
other four contractor employees appeared to have been drinking 
and were also searched. No contraband was found on the re
maining four. GS7 advised (Lieutenant) GS8 of the incident 
and the Shift Engineer was notified and provided with the 
names of the individuals involved. 

The Security Administrator was advised of the incident and 
notified the contractor employees' supervisor who stated he 
would take care of the situation. 

(6) Security Incident Report No. 79-10-2 

On October 12, 1979, at approximately 7:2S a.m., a contractor 
employee attempted to enter the restricted area with a can of 
beer wrapped in tin foil. The beer was confiscated and 
(Sergeant) G23 was contacted and subsequently spoke with the 
contractor employee involved. The employee told G23 it was 
his first day onsite and that ~e did not know the rules. G23 
later determined the employee had been onsite before and 
reported the incident to the contractor employee's supervisor 
and the Security Administrator. The Security Administrator 
instructed G23 to "pull" the employee's access badge after he 
exited the plant. The employee's access badge was subsequently 
pulled. (The pulling of an individual's access badge in effect 
denies him any subsequent access to the plant.) 

(7) Security Incident Report No. 80-4-30 

On April 16, 1980, at approximately 9:00 p.m., G4S reported 
that two contractor employees had a strong smell of liquor on 
their breaths. G4S contacted her supervisor, (Sergeant) GS9, 
who subsequently contacted. one of the contractor foremen. GS9 
advised the contractor foreman of the situation and the foreman 
personally brought the. two individuals involved to GS9 for his 
examination. G59 observed that the individuals did not appear 
to.be intoxicated. The individuals did indicate they had been 
drinking before coming to work. 

(8) Security Incident Report Nos. 80-S-23(1), (2) and (3) 

On May 18, 1980, at approximately 2:30 p.m., Guard 60 (G60), 
who was assigned to escort duty, escorted a tractor-trailer 
(truck) driver from the Gatehouse to Door 30 so he could 
pick up his truck and she could escort him back to the main 
gate. While at Door 30 the truck driver told G60 that he 
had a refrigerator type cooler in his truck. The driver 
opened the cooler, took out a can of beer and handed it to 
G60 to show her how cold the can was. G60 handed the can 
back to the driver and the driver told G60 to put it in her 
coat and cirink it later. G60 replied "no thank you". G60 
had to return to the Gatehouse for the key to the driver's 
truck and while there advised (Sergeant) G45 of the situation. 
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(9) 

(Sergeant) G45 notified (Lieutenant) G12 of the situation 
and G12 went to Door 30 to investigate. G12 observed that 
the driver had a built-in cooler in the side compartment of 
his truck and that it was difficult to tell it was indeed a 
cooler. G12 also observed there was beer in the cooler. 
The driver was told he was not to bring any contraband onsite. 
The driver said he had not thought about it (the beer), but 
did remember to leave his gun at the motel with his wife 
because he knew he could not bring the gun onsite. 

Prior to coming onsite the driver's truck was searched at 
the main gate; however Gl4, who was assigned to search duty, 
failed to detect the compartment in which the beer was kept. 
Subsequent to the incident, G14 was counseled regarding the 
need to be more thorough during main gate searches. 

The truck driver was under constant escort while onsite and 
did.not consume any alcoholic beverages during that time. 

Security Incident Report Nos. 81-2-4(1) and (2) 

On February 2, 1981, at approximately 8:10 p.m., G57 observed 
a contractor employee in the Gatehouse who appeared to be 
intoxicated. G57 advised G8 who was on duty in the access 
badge station and G8 notified (Lieutenant) G12. G12 went to 
the Gatehouse and examined the employee. In G12's opinion the 
employee was in no condition to enter the plant. The employee 
was detained and his foreman and union steward came to the 
Gatehouse to see if they could help the employee gain access 
to the plant. G12 told them he refused to allow the employee 
into the plant and the foreman and union steward wanted to 
know if they could speak with the Shift Engineer regarding 
the matter. G12 told them they could; however, the Shift 
Engineer would honor his decision not to allow the employee 
access. G12 called the Shift engineer and explained the 
situation to him. The foreman and union steward went to talk 
with the Shift Engineer and later came back to the Gatehouse 
and informed the employee that he could not enter the plant. 
The employee then left the Gatehouse. 

At approximately 8:55 a.m. an individual came into the Gatehouse 
and reported there was a car wreck on Dresden Road outside the 
plant. The person involved in the wreck was the contractor 
employee who was denied access to the plant. The Grundy County 
Sheriff's Department was contacted regarding the matter. 

(10) Security Incident Report Dated April 20, 1981 (No Report Number) 

On April 20, 1981, at approximately 11:20 p.m., a contractor 
employee was denied access to the protected area because he 
appeared to be under the influence of alcohol. The contractor 
employee's foreman came to the Gatehouse and sent the employee 
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home after talking with him. A written notification was 
attached to the employee's access badge stating the badge was 
not to be issued to the employee within the following 24 hours 
without proper authorization. 

(11) Security Incident Report No. 81-5-3 

On May 2, 1981, at approximately 3:20 a.m., at the request of 
a contractor foreman, a contractor employee was escorted offsite 
for being under the influence of alcohol. 

The contractor employee's access badge was pulled and the 
contractor foreman requested it not be reissued. (Lieutenant) 
G36 notified the Shift Engineer regarding the matter. G36 
also obtained a computer history printout for the contractor 
employee's access badge which showed the employeee had left 
the site on May 1, 1981 at 11:21 p.m. and came back onsite 
at 2:23 a.m. on May 2, 1981. G36 talked to guards who had 
been present in the Gatehouse personnel search area at the 
time of the contractor's employee's entry and the guards 
stated they had not seen anyone enter the plant who they 
suspected of being under the influence of alcohol. The 
guards who escorted the contractor employee offsite stated 
the employee did not physically show any signs of being 
under the influence, but that alcohol could be smelled on 
his breath and that the contractor foreman stated the 
employee had become obnoxious while in the contractor 
trailer. 

(12) Security Incident Report No. 82-2-34 

On February 12, 1982, at approximately 7:40 a.m., Guard 61, 
who was on x-ray machine duty in the Gatehouse, discovered a 
bottle of peppermint schnapps in a contractor employee's lunch 
bag. (Lieutenant) G23 took the bottle from the employee and 
issued the employee a claim receipt upon giving him his access 
badge. 

The Security Administrator contacted the contractor employee's 
supervisor regarding the incident and the supervisor terminated 
the employee. 

j. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report did not specifically address 
this allegation. 

k. Findings 

The NRC's concern is that those individuals whose ability to perform 
their job is impaired due to alcohol consumption, be detected and 
denied access to the plant. (Licensee representatives indicated that 
in certain instances for the safety of an intoxicated individual and 
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others, they considered it acceptable and prudent to allow the 
individual into the plant, confining him to a particular area and 
prohibiting him to work, until he was sober enough to leave the 
site safely.) The licensee has issued procedures to the security 
force governing actions related to the detection, detainment and 
reporting of individuals suspected to be intoxicated. These pro
cedures are being implemented and based on the information obtained 
during the investigation, it appears the licensee is able to 
adequately deal with in~tances involving individuals suspected to be 
intoxicated. 

The licensee and the security contractor have a written policy pro
hibiting the use of alcoholic beverages while on duty and prohibiting 
any employee to work while under the influence of alcohol. This 
policy is communicated by various means to assure that both CECo and 
contractor employees are aware of it. 

There is evidence that individuals consume alcoholic beverages in 
the contractor parking lot (i.e., outside the protected area). 
Intensified efforts could be made to prevent drinking on CECo 
property outside the protected area, although such efforts could 
not prevent individuals from consuming alcoholic beverages in 
other areas outside of CECo property during lunch breaks or at 
other times. 

15. Investigation of Allegation No. 9 

Allegation No. 9 - Known alcoholics work onsite. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 27, 1982, Alleger C was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger C was not specifically questione~ regarding this allegation, 
but rather was questioned regarding her observations of individuals 
onsite who appeared to be intoxicated and/or individuals onsite 
consuming alcoholic beverages. Alleger C stated she has never 
observed anyone consuming alcoholic beverages onsite and recalled 
only one instance of observing an individual onsite who in her 
opinion was intoxicated. (She did not know the identity of this 
individual and had no personal knowledge regarding his alcohol use 
habits.) 

b. Information from Alleger E 

On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger E stated she recalled one instance in which CECo Employee 4 
(CE4), an individual she believed to be an alcoholic, .was allowed 
into the plant when in her opinion he was intoxicated. Regarding 
this instance, she related that initially CE4 was refused access 
to the plant by the guards in the Gatehouse. (Lieutenant) G12 
was notified of CE4's condition and G12 then contacted CE4's 
supervisor. 
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CE4's supervisor went to the Gatehouse and after observing CE4's 
condition, decided to allow him into the plant. Alleger E 
indicated she was aware (through hearsay) that this type of 
incident involving CE4 occurred on approximately four occasions. 

Alleger E provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 18, 1982, a copy of .which is attached as EXHIBIT G . 

. c. Interviews of Securitv Guards 

Guards and guard supervisors were not specifically questioned about 
this allegation but rather were questioned regarding their observa-_ 
tions of individuals onsite who appeared to be intoxicated and/or 
individuals onsite consuming alcoholic beverages. (These matters 
are addressed under Allegation No. 8) No one interviewed claimed 
to have personal knowledge of any alcoholics working onsite. 

d. Review of Security Incident Reports 

A review of Security Incident Reports revealed two incidents 
involving CE4. These incidents are summarized below as reflected 
in the incident reports. 

(1) Incident No. 1 

On December 9, 1980, (Lieutenant) G12 received a report that 
CE4 was in the Gatehouse and appeared to be intoxicated. G12 
went to the Gatehouse to investigate. After observing CE4, 
G12 reported to (Lieutenant) G52 that in his opinion CE4 was 
in no condition to enter the plant. G52 reported the matter 
to Security Administrator Saunders who then contacted CE4's 
supervisor. CE4's supervisor went to the Gatehouse and 
escorted CE4 out of the Gatehouse and off CECo property. CE4 
was allowed onsite two hours later. 

CE4 was spoken to by CECo management regarding the incident. 
He stated he was on medication, had only one beer on the way 
to work, and apparently that beer must have interacted with 
his medication and affected his condition. CE4 was advised 
by management that if such an instance happened again, further 
disciplinary action would be taken. 

(2) Incident No. 2 

On January 31, 1981, G8 observed CE4 in what appeared to be 
an unstable manner entering the plant via the Gatehouse 
turnstile. G8 contacted (Sergeant) GSl who then notified the 
Shift Engineer. The Shift Engineer contacted.CE4's supervisor 
who investigated the report. CE4's supervisor advised that 
in observing CE4, he detected no signs of intoxication in his 
movements or speech, and there was no odor of alcohol apparent 
on CE4's breath. During questioning CE4 admitted he had a 
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couple of beers an hour or so prior to reporting to work. CE4 
also stated that he was taking medication and that might have 
caused him to be unsteady on his feet for a short period of 
time. 

This incident report also indicated that CE4 had been previously 
involved in two incidents involving suspected intoxication. 

e. Information from CECo Securitv Administrator 

During the course of the investigation Security Adminstrator 
Saunders was questioned regarding this allegation. Saunders 
indicated CE4 (who is employed as a mechanic) was apparently 
an alcoholic. He stated he was aware of a few instances of CE4 
reporting to work in what appeared to be an intoxicated condition, 
although none of the instances were recent. Saunders remarked 
that' within the past year he did not recall any instances of CE4 
reporting to work in an apparently intoxicated condition. Saunders 
also stated he is aware that CE4 has received treatment for 
alcoholism at a local hospital. 

Saunders related there are a few other professed alcoholics who 
work onsite; however, he is aware of no instances in which any of 
these individuals ever reported to or were at work while in an 
apparently intoxicated condition. Saunders also indicated that 
the alcoholics he has knowledge of, have been active in Alcoholics 
Anonymous. 

f. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report did not specifically address 
this allegation. 

g. Findings 

There are known alcoholics who work onsite. 

The NRC's concern is that those individuals whose ability is 
impaired due to alcohol or drugs being detected and denied access 
to the plant. This concern relates to all individuals, including 
alcoholics. (Licensee representatives indicated that in certain 
instances for the safety of an intoxicated individual and others, 
they considered it prudent to allow the individual into the plant, 
confining him to a particular area and prohibiting him to work, 
until he is sober enough to leave the site safely.) Issues 
related to the detection of intoxicated individuals are examined 
and addressed under Allegation No. 8. 

16. Investigation of Allegation No. 10 

Allegation No. 10 - Everytime guards report CECo employee misconduct or 
detain CECo employees suspected to be intoxicated, the guards "get in 
trouble" and the CECo employees "get off." 
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• (It was implied that when guards reported security incidents and 
violations to their supervisors or expressed related concerns, the 
supervisors were either unresponsive or tried to "cover-up" the 
improprieties). 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 27, 1982, Alleger C was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger C advised that when situations arose in which it was a 
guard's word (regarding details of an incident) versus a CECo 
employee's word, the guard's word was considered less credible. 
She also indicated guards were treated by CECo personnel as 
persons with lesser integrity than CECo employees. Alleger C 
did not relate any specific examples regarding the allegation. 

Alleger C declined to provide a written statement because the 
information she related involved mostly personal opinion rather 
than specific facts regarding the allegation. 

A copy of the memorandum regarding "Results of Interview With 
Alleger c" is attached as EXHIBIT F. 

b. Information from Alleger B 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed. Alleger B stated 
she felt there were occasions when her supervisors did not take 
adequate action when she reported certain security related 
incidents, although she did not believe any of these instances 
adversely affected the safe operation of the plant. One of these 
incidents involved a CECo employee being issued the wrong access 
badge and one involved what she perceived as a slow alarm response. 

(INVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: Both incidents were reviewed by the NRG and no security 
violations or inadequacies were noted.) 

Alleger B advised that she never brought any of these matters to 
the attention of CECo security representatives because she was 
apprehensive to do so. 

Alleger B provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 8, 1982, a copy of which is attached as Ex1UBIT D. 

c. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors were 
interviewed regarding this allegation and the following information 
was provided. 

Guards 4, 19 and 24 each stated they had either personally observed 
or been involved in an instance in which a CECo employee, who appeared 
to be intoxicated, was detained in the Gatehouse. In both instances 
either the employee's supervisor, the Shift Foreman or Engineer was 
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called to the Gatehouse to evaluate the employee's condition. In 
each.instance the employee was allowed into the plant when in the 
opinion of the guard the employee was intoxicated. 

None of the guards interviewed stated or indicated they "got in 
trouble" because of their actions in detaining CECo employees who 
appeared to be intoxicated. 

All guards interviewed were asked if they recalled any instances 
in which they had reported a security related matter to their 
supervisor and no action was taken. No one interviewed stated 
they recalled any such instances. 

All guards interviewed-were asked if they felt comfortable about 
bringing a security matter to the attention of the CECo Security 
Administrator if their (Burns) supervisors did not take any action 
regarding the matter. One guard indicated she was apprehensive 
about bringing such a matter directly to the attention of CECo; 
however, the other guards indicated they were not apprehensive 
and would bring such a matter to the Security Administrator's 
attention. 

d. Information from CECo Security Administrator 

During the course of the investigation Security Administrator 
Barry Saunders was interviewed on several occasions and provided 
the following information relating to the detection and handling 
of intoxicated CECo employees. 

It is a general security practice for guards whenever it appears 
a CECo employee is intoxicated or high (for example, when the 
individual is in the Gatehouse), to deny the individual access to 
the plant. When such an instance occurs, the employee is detained 
in the Gatehouse; .a guard supervisor, the Security Administrator, 
and the employee's supervisor and/or Shift Foreman or Engineer are 
contacted and all are requested to go the Gatehouse to evaluate 
the employee's condition. Once all parties concerned arrive and 
evaluate the employee's condition, a determination is made either 
to deny or allow the employee access to the plant. Generally, 
the discretion regarding this decision (of whether or not an 
employee is intoxicated and/or allowed access to the plant) is 
vested in the employee's supervisor or the Shift Foreman or 
Engineer. Decisions regarding an employee's condition generally 
involve subjective opinions and judgements on the part of the CECo 
management individuals involved and may differ from one management 
individual to another. 

Regardless of whether or not a CECo employee who is suspected to 
be intoxicated is allowed or denied access to the plant, the 
guards generally will not be informed of what, if any, disciplinary 
action is taken with regard to the individual, or what is done with 
the individual immediately after he is allowed access to the plant. 
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The guards are generally not informed about disciplinary actions 
taken regarding CECo employee misconduct, because this is a CECo 
management-labor matter. 

Saunders related that in the past he has.heard of instances in 
which supervisors permitted intoxicated individuals into the plant 
·and allowed them to "sleep it. off" or sober-up in the supervisor's 
office or .some other non~work area. A primary consideration in 
such instances was the safety of the intoxicated individual, as 
well as the safety of others. 

The trend currently is not to allow intoxicated employees into 
the plant, but rather to have someone take them home to assure 
they do not injure themselves or someone else, or to allow them 
to remain in the Administration Building (outside the protected 
area) until they sober up. 

e. Licensee Investigaiton 

The licensee's investigation report related the following 
information regarrling this allegation: 

"The sixth question (Saunders asked) dealt with guard supervisors 
ignoring or covering up security problems, concerns or incidents. All 
guards stated that any time they personally brought up a security con
cern, violation, or incident, the supervisors were very concerned and 
in all cases, felt that the supervisors handled the situation properly. 
Some guards even indicated that their supervisors were so sensitive to 
proper action that they were overly zealous in their actions." 

. f. Finding 

There is no evidence to substantiate that guards ".get in trouble" 
everytime they report CECo employee misconduct or detain CECo 
individuals suspected to be intoxicated. 

There were instances in which CECo employees were allowed into the 
plant when in the opinion of certain gu~rds they were intoxicated. 
This may have prompted guards to form the belief that CECo employees 
"got off" in such instances. The guards are not normally informed 
about disciplinary action taken against CECo employees in such 
instances. 

There is no evidence to substantiate that guard supervisors were 
either unr.esponsive or tried to "cover-up" security improprieties. 

17. Investigation of Allegations Nos. 11 and 12 

Allegation No. 11 - If terrorists came through the front Gatehouse, they 
would "get" (i.e., kill or capture) 10 or more guards almost immediately . 
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Allegation No. 12 - An outside (terrorist) force could take over the 
plant in about 10 minutes and guards couldn't stop them because they 
would all be dead. 

a. Background Information Regarding Licensee Physical Protection System 

The NRC's evaluation of the provisions and capabilities of the 
Dr~sden physical protection system are summarized in the NRC's 
Security Plan Evaluation Report (SPER). It was concluded in the 
SPER that the level of protection met the general performance re
quirements of 10 CFR 73.SS(a)(l) and (2). Inherent in a security 
plan evaluation are considerations relating to the licensee pro
tection system's ability to deal with terrorist type attacks. 
The SPER is exempt from public disclosure pursuant to 
Section 73.21(c)(2), of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 73, 
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. 

b. Finding 

These allegations represent personal and subjective opinions on 
Alleger C's part and cannot be supported based on her personal know
ledge and/or observations of terrorist attacks on Dresden (since 
there have been none). 

Investigation of Allegation No. 13 

Allegation No. 13 - Guard supervisors have come into work drunk. 

a. Interview of .Individual who made Allegation 

On January 21, 1982, Alleger D was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger D was questioned regarding the allegation and he advised 
that the allegation related only to one of his former supervisors 
and that the supervisor concerned was no longer at Dresden. 
Alleger D refused to give the name of the former supervisor to 
whom the allegation related. 

A copy of the memorandum regarding "Results of Interview With 
Alleger D" is attached as EXHIBIT E. 

b. Interviews of Securitv Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors 
were interviewed regarding this allegation. No one interviewed 
stated they had personal knowledge of any guard supervisors 
coming into work drunk. 

c. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report did not specifically address this 
allegation . 
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d. Finding 

The individual who made this allegation advised that the supervisor 
concerned is no longer employed at Dresden. No one interviewed 
corroborated the allegation. 

19. Investigation of Allegation No. 14 

.Allegation No. 14 - Guards have been seen "making out" instead of 
watching the metal detectors. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

b. 

c. 

On January 21, 1982, Alleger D was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger D was questioned about the allegation and he indicated it 
involved an isolated instance. Alleger D refused to give the 
names of the individuals involved in the alleged activity. 

A copy of the memorandum regarding "Results of Interview With 
Alleger D" is attached as EXHIBIT E. 

Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors 
were interviewed and asked if they had ever observed anyone 
engaged in any type of sexual activities onsite. No one inter
viewed stated they had observed any such activities onsite or 
by any guards on duty at the metal detectors. 

Finding 

The individual who made the allegation indicated it involved 
an isolated instance and refused to provide the names of the 
individuals involved. No one interviewed corroborated the 
allegation. 

20. Investigation of Allegation No. 15 

Allegation No. 15 - On one occasion a guard was seen at the Control Room 
door snorting cocaine. The incident was reported and the supervisor said 
"1 et it go. " 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 21, 1982, Alleger D was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger D advised that the guard he saw snorting the cocaine on 
that occasion is no longer at Dresden and also indicated the 
incident did not occur recently. When Alleger D was asked if he 
would affirm whether or not the alleged incident involved former 
Guard 7 (FG7), he stated he would not. (FG7 is a former security 
guard, now deceased, who allegedly used drugs illegally and had a 
drug abuse problem.) Alleger D also refused to provide the name of 
the supervisor to whom he stated the incident was reported. 
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A copy of the memorandum regarding "Results of Interview with 
Alleger D" is attached as EXHIBIT E. 

Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors 
were interviewed regarding this allegation. No one interviewed 
corrobo~ated the allegation. 

Guards 5 and 28 indicated they were aware of hearsay information 
that Former Guard 7 (FG7) had a drug abuse problem and was 
institutionalized at one time for treatment. They speculated that 
if the allegation was true, FG7 may have been the individual involved. 

Guard 32 (G32) stated he believed FG7 may have experimented with 
drugs. G32 advised that he and FG7 rode together to and from work. 
On one occasion while going home from work in G32's car, FG7 lit 
what G32 believed was a marijuana cigarette. G32 told him to put 
the cigarette out and advised him not to do it again. G32 also 
advised that FG7 has been deceased since July 1979. 

G32 provided a written statement attesting to this information on 
January 29, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT J. 

Guard 13 indicated that Former Guard 6 may have had a drug abuse 
problem which he acquired when he was in Viet Nam, although G13 
did not have any personal knowledge regarding this. 

c. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report reflected the following 
information regarding this allegation: 

"The third question regarding the guard snorting cocaine at the 
Control Room door was then answered by all guards the same way -
they never saw anyone (guard) doing this. I (Saunders) asked "what 
about rumors?" A number of guards said that they "heard" but never 
saw, a guard named FG7, who was the one that Alleger D was referring 
to. However, no one had ever seen FG7 snorting cocaine. In pursuing 
this rumor, I (Saunders) checked the files and found that FG7's last 
day onsite was December 28, 1978, and that he was subsequently 
killed in a car accident six months later. Additionally, I (Saunders) 
talked to the guard who car-pooled with FG7 and he stated that he 
never saw FG7 use any type of drug or be under the influence of any 
kind of drug, either on the way to work or while at work. 

"My_ (Saunder's) conclusion is that no one could verify Alleger D's 
statement and that since FG7 is not available for confirmation/ 
denial, this allegation is just rumor without substantive proof." 
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d. Finding 

No information was obtained which corroborated or substantiated the 
allegation. The one individual suspected as being involved in the 
alleged incident has been deceased since July 1979. 

21. Investigation of Allegation No. 16 

Allegation No. 16 - Not all guards have taken part in a drill to combat 
terrorists from entry to the plant. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On January 21, 1982, Alleger D was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger D was asked if he had ever participated in any security 
drills for simulated intrusion and sabotage events. He stated 
he had not. 

A copy of the "Results of Interview with Alleger D" is attached 
as EXHIBIT E . 

b. Information from Alleger A 

On January 12, 1982, Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger A stated that while stationed at Dresden he had not partici
pated in any intruder response related drills. 

Alleger A provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 12, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT A. 

c. Information from Alleger B 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed. Alleger B stated 
that while stationed at Dresden, she had never participated in any 
security drills for simulated intrusion and sabotage events. 

Alleger B provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 8, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT D. 

d. Information from Alleger E 

On January 25, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger E stated that while stationed at Dresden, she had never 
participated in any security drills for simulated intrusion or 
sabotage events. 

Alleger E provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 18, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT G. 

e. Interviews of Security Guards 

On January 12, 1982, G29 was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. G29 stated she has never participated in any 
security drills for simulated intrusion and sabotage events. 
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G29 provided a written statement attesting- to this information 
on January 13, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT B. 

On January 19, 1982, G33 was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. G33 stated he has not participated in any security 
drills for simulated intrusion or sabotage events. 

G33 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 4, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EX"HIBIT N. 

On January 19, 1982, G34 was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. G34 stated she has never participated in any 
security drills for simulated intrusion or sabotage events. 

G34 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 29, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT 0. 

On January 20, 1982, G35 was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. G35 stated she has never participated in any 
security drills for simulated intrusion and sabotage events. 

G35 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 4, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT I. 

On January 20, 1982, G36 was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. G36 stated he has never participated in any 
security drills for simulated intrusion and sabotage events. 

G36 provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 28, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT K. 

f. Information from CECo Security Administrator and Review of Records 

During the course of the investigation, the Security Administrator 
was interviewed regarding the allegatjon and a review of records was 
conducted. It was determined that the licensee conducted security 
related drills during 1980 and 1981, although the drills did not 
involve all security personnel. (Information relating to the de
scription and frequency of these drills is Safeguards Information 
and exempt from public disclosure pursuant to 10 CFR 73.21(c)(2).) 

g. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report did not specifically address 
this allegation. 

h. Finding 

It was determined that not all the guards had participated in 
security drills for simulated intrusion and sabotage events. This 
is a violation of a licensee security plan commitment. The details 
of this violation are included in the Attachment of this report which 
is Safeguards Information as stated in 10 CFR 73.2l(c)(2). 
(50-10/81-22-01; 50-237/81-40-01; 50-249/81-33~01) 
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22. Investigation of Allegation No. 17 

Allegation No. 17 - A terrorist group could enter the plant, place a 
bomb and blow it up in about two minutes. 

a. Background Information Regarding Licensee Physical Protection System 

The NRC's evaluation of the provisions and capabilities of the 
Dresden physical protection system are summarized in the NRC's 
Security Plan Evaluation Report (SPER). It was concluded in the 
SPER that the level of protection met the general performance 
requirements of 10 CFR 73.SS(a)(l) and (2). Inherent in a 
security plan evaluation are considerations relating to the 
licensee protection system's ability to deal with terrorist type 
attacks. The SPER is exempt from public disclosure pursuant to 
Section 73.2l(c)(2), of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 73, 
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations. 

b. Findings 

.This allegation represents a personal and subjective opinion on 
Alleger D's part and cannot be supported by his personal knowledge 
and/or observations of terrorist attacks on Dresden (since there 
have been none) . 

23. Investigation of Allegation No. 18 

Allegation No. 18 - Guards would run if confronted by terrorists with 
automatic weapons. 

a. Background Information Regarding Allegation 

In response to a series of questions by the WMAQ-TV reporter con
cerning what guards, say they would do if confronted by terrorists 
with automatic weapons, Alleger D stated guards would run because 
they are not going to stand up in front of automatic weapons. 
Alleger B stated she would run "as fast as my little legs could 
take me." 

Neither Allegers .D or B were questioned regarding this allegation. 
Their remarks involve personal and subjective opinions which cannot 
be supported by either alleger's personal knowledge and/or observa
tions of terrorists with automatic weapons at Dresden. 

b. Interviews of Securitv Guards 

Interviews with the 36 randomly selected security guards and 
supervisors disclosed that the guards were trained to interpose 
themselves between an intruder and the vital area. Guards were 
not specifically asked if they would run should they be confronted 
by terrorists with automatic weapons. (Reliable and valid informa
tion regarding individual guard responses in such a situation would 
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require the examination of "real life" situations which include. a 
variety of complex factors beyond the scope of this investigation.) 
The majority of guards were aware of this allegation and indicated 
their displeasure and disagreement with the allegers' remarks. 

c. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report reflected the following 
information regarding this allegation: 

"The ninth question (Saunders asked) dealt with the concern of 
whether or not a guard would interpose himself between a "group" 
of individuals climbing the protected area fence and the vital 
area. Response by the guards to this question, I (Saunders) think, 
was excellent. In all cases, as a minimum, the guards stated that 
more information was necessary before they would respond to that 
question. Concerns that they had were as follows: 

a. What did you mean when you said 
10 people? 

" " group. Is a group 2 or 

b. What were they carrying - boards, sticks, or machine guns? 

c. Am I considered to be on the Initial Response Team or in the 
(deleted, Safeguards Information) responding guards? 

"I (Saunders) then clarified my statement and said that there 
·were ten (10) individuals "coming over" the fence armed with 
automatic weapons - would they respond? Some guards said that 
it was their job to respond and they would. Most guards said 
that they would not stand out in the middle of the protected 
area and commit suicide but would take up a defensive position 
of safety and attempt to mitigate the situation in coordination 
with other responding guards. In no case would they drop their 
weapons and run. In my (Saunders') opinion, this response showed 
a great deal of thought and intelligence by the guards. I think 
the statement made on Channel 5 by the former guard was the 
standard "joke answer" given to the question." 

d. Finding 

This allegation was not substantiated. Guards at Dresden have never 
been confronted by terrorists with automatic weapons and determina
tions regarding what "real life" guard responses to such threats 
would be, cannot be made; however, it appears that Security Plan 
commitments would be met. 

24. Investigation of Allegation No. 19 

Allegation No. 19 - Individuals bring alcoholic beverages onsite in 
thermos bottles. 
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a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger E indicated she has never observed anyone bring alcoholic 
beverages onsite and that this allegation represented a personal 
opinion. She also stated she has never observed anyone consuming 
alcoholic beverages onsite, although on occasion, has noticed the 
odor of liquor on the breath of some contractor employees coming 
into the plant. 

b. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors were 
interviewed and no one stated they had observed or had personal 
knowledge of anyone consuming alcoholic beverages onsite. 

c. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report reflected the following 
information regarding this allegation: 

"The allegation of alcohol being introduced into the station via 
thermos bottles needs some explanation before I (Saunders) relate 
the guards answers. "It is true that we (the security force) do 
not open thermos bottles to "sniff" or taste test their contents. 
Although the guards and the gatehouse are the primary means of 
"screening," Edison, guard, and contractor supervisors.are aware 
of this potential problem and watch for this activity. To this 
date, we have not "seen" any concern that would warrant additional 
measures that would be over and above our current screening p~actice. 
To carry this thought further; however, what would be an adequate 
search under this allegation? If we were to start "sniffing" or 
taste testing thermos bottles, why then shouldn't we start separating 
sandwiches to see if the pickles as shown on the x~ray are truly 
pickles and not drugs in the form of a pickle. Additionally, if a 
person wanted to "beat" the screening in the gatehouse, he could 
inject an orange with alcohol and bring the orange through. I 
of fer this scenario to point out the ridiculousness of peeling an 
orange to prevent all possibilities of alcohol being introduced to 
the station. 

"I (Saunders) asked all the guards what would they do, if while 
on the x-ray post, they suspected the alcohol was being brought 
in via a thermos. All guards responded in either of two ways; 
the majority stated they would hold the thermos, call a supervisor, 
·and not grant access to the individual. A few guards stated that 
if it was contractor personnel who was entering for the first time, 
that they would inform them of the rules forbidding alcohol onsite 
and tell them to take it to their car. However, if they refused or 
tried it after they were aware of the rules, they would then con
fiscate, call a supervisor and deny access." 
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d. Findings 

This allegation represents one individual's personal opinion 
which was not substantiated. Guards do not open thermos bottles 
to sniff or taste test their contents. Interviews with members 
of the security force indicated they have not seen any evidence 
of drinking onsite which would warrant additional screening 
measures for thermos.bottles. 

25. Investigation of Allegation No. 20 

Allegation No. 20 - With the younger generation, drugs are inside 
the plant a large part of the time. Guards can report it, but nothing 
is ever done about it. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger E stated she has never observed anyone onsite using or 
distributing anything she suspected to be illegal drugs. She 
indicated this allegation was a statement of personal opinion rather 
than a statement of fact. 

b. Finding 

The investigation into alleged onsite illicit drug use, possession 
and distribu.tion is. qescribed under "Investigation of Allegation 
No. 6". 

Based on the information obtained during the investigation, there 
is no basis to conclude that "drugs are inside the plant a large 
part of the time." 

In addition, Security Incident Reports documenting guard reported 
instances of individuals involved with suspected illicit drugs, 
reflect that adequate action was taken by security guard supervision 
and licensee management when such instances were reported. 

26. Investigation of Allegation No. 21 

Allegation No. 21 - Plant employees have been seen "sleeping one off" 
at (what the alleger considered to be ) critical areas of the plant 
(e.g., a control panel). 

a. Background Information 

An NRC investigation was conducted at Dresden in September 1980, 
regarding an observation made by the NRC Senior Resident Inspector 
on August 8, 1980, that two CECo Nuclear Station Operators on duty 
in the Reactor Control Room appeared to be asleep. It was not 
fully established that the operators were sleeping, although it 
was determined that the operators were not attentive to their duties 
·of monitoring reactor conditions. A civil penalty of $18,000 was 
ultimately imposed and paid by CECo as a result of the investigation. 
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It was indicated in response to questions asked on the WMAQ-TV 
newscast, that plant employees were caught "sleeping one off" in 
the Control Room. The above mentioned investigation dealt with 
the only known and/or alleged instance of plant employees sleeping 
in the Reactor Control Room. 

b. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinos. 
Regarding employees sleeping on the job, Alleger E stated that 
before the new alarm system was installed at the plant (which was 
circa September 1980), on approximately 20 occasions she had seen 
CECo employees sleeping in the Radwaste Control Room, sometimes at 
the control panel.- (The Radwaste Control Room is not a vital area 
of the plant and the Radwaste System runs and stops automatically. 
The control panel is usually attended, although the system will 
operate normaliy when the panel is unattended.) Alleger E 
indicated she had no knowledge regarding whether the individuals 
she observed sleeping had consumed alcoholic beverages. She 
stated she informed her supervisor of instances of CECo employees 
sleeping in the Radwaste Control Room, but the supervisor indicated 
there was nothing the guard force could do about such instances. 
Alleger E also stated she has never seen anyone sleeping in the 
Central Alarm Station, Secondary Alarm Station, or Reactor 
Control Room. 

Alleger E provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 18, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT G. 

c. Information from Alleger A 

d. 

On January 12, 1982, Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois 
and related the following information. Alleger A stated he has on 
several occasions seen CECo employees asleep by old Door No. 7 
located at the Radwaste Control Room area. He recalled one instance 
in which a CECo supervisor caught one of the employees sleeping there 
and gave him a verbal warning and scolding. Alleger A said he never 
reported these instances because he was not aware he was required to 
do so. Alleger A also stated that he has on occasion seen guards 
sleeping at their posts but never reported these instances because 
there was an understanding that guards did not "squeal" on each 
other. He related he is aware that supervisors in certain instances 
have given guards caught sleeping on duty a verbal warning without 
terminating them, and in other instances have terminated guards for 
sleeping on duty. 

Alleger A provided a written statement.attesting to this information 
on January 12, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT A. 

Information ·from Alleger B 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed. Alleger B stated 
that while she was stationed at Dresden she has seen CECo employees 
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sleeping in the area of the Radiation Protection (i.e., Radwaste) 
Control Room near old Door No. 7. 

Alleger B provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 8, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT D. 

e. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors were 
interviewed regarding this allegation. 

Guard 4 stated that when she first started work as a guard at 
Dresden and was working the midnight shift (circa June - December 
1978), on occasion she saw·cECo employees sleeping in the Radwaste 
Control Room area. She also advised she was aware of one instance 
in which a guard (identity unknown) was caught sleeping on duty. 
The guard was fired as ·a result of the incident. 

(Lieutenant) Guard 16 stated she was aware of one instance in which 
a guard (identity unknown) was caught sleeping at the entry turnstile 
in the Gatehouse in the Autumn of 1980. The guard involved was sus
pended and subsequently fired. 

Guard 13 advised he was aware that Former.Guard 9 (FG9) was fired 
for sleeping on duty. 

Guards 7, 10, 13 and 23 advised they were aware that Former Guard 10 
(FGlO) was fired for sleeping on duty. 

No other individuals interviewed stated they had observed anyone 
(CECo or guard force personnel) sleeping onsite while on duty. 

f. Licensee Investigation 

g. 

Regarding this allegation, the guards were asked the following 
question by the licensee: 

Do you know of any guard that has been sleeping on post who has 
not been dealt with by supervision once they were made aware of 
the situation? 

The licensee's investigaiton report reflected the following 
information regarding that question: 

"With regards to 'guards sleeping on post', all guards questioned 
said any instance of this occurrence was handled by the supervisors 
and in all cases, guards were terminated." 

Finding 

The information obtained during the investigation indicates 
CECo employees have been seen sleeping inside the plant. No 
information was obtained from which a determination could be 
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made that any individuals seen sleeping were "sleeping one off" 
due to alcohol consumption. No information obtained during this 
investigation indicated CECo employees were seen asleep in 
critical areas of the plant where their constant attentiveness 
was necessary for safe plant operation. 

It was determined there have been instances of guards sleeping 
at their posts. The evidence indicates that in the majority of 
those instances the. guards were ultimately terminated. 

27. Investigation of Allegation No. 22 

Allegation No. 22 - At least one guard does not know how to load a 
shotgun and chamber. a shell after loading, and also has trouble 
holding the shotgun. 

a. Interview of Individual who made Allegation 

On February 4, 1982, Alleger E was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger E stated the pistol training she received was adequate, but 
explained that she had trouble with the shotgun in that it was 
difficult for her to hold the weapon due to her physical size. 
She further stated that at shotgun training, she was shown how to 
load the shotgun, and it was loaded for her by the instructor 
while she was holding fr. Alleger E advised that after shotgun 
training, she thought she could probably load the shotgun correctly 

·but was not sure. 

Alleger E provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 18, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT G. 

b. Information.from Alleger A 

On January 12, 1982, Alleger A was interviewed in Morris, Illinois. 
Alleger A ·stated he felt firearms training was inadequate. Regarding 
pistol training, he related he was told two different methods of 
loading the pistol and carrying ammunition. Regarding shotgun 
training, he stated the instructor did not allow the guards' to load 
the shotgun themselves and the instruction in the operational 
aspects of the weapon was lacking. 

Alleger A provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on January 12, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT A. 

c. Information from Alleger B 

On January 18, 1982, Alleger B was interviewed and related the 
following information. Alleger B stated she felt firearms 
training was inadequate in many respects. The extent of the 
shotgun training consisted of being given the shotgun loaded 
with two shells, being told to aim and fire, and giving the 
weapon back to the instructor. Alleger B related she did not 
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feel she was instructed on the proper way to shoulder the shotgun 
and as a result never became familiar or comfortable with the 
weapon. In regards to pistol training, Alleger B stated she felt 
the guards did not get enough practice. In addition she stated 
she received different pistol sighting instructions from two 
different instructors and as a result never became comfortable 
with the pistol. Alleger B also stated the firearms requalifica
tion was unfair to some of the guard.s in that they were ~ot 
allowed any rest time after work before having to go to the 
session. She remarked that during the requalification the guards 
were not allowed to see the target after the completion of firing 
from each different position. Because of this the guar.ds were 
unable to determine which positions they had problems shooting 
from and which ones they did not. 

Alleger B provided a written statement attesting to this information 
on February 8, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT D. 

d. Information from Alleger D 

On January 21, 1981, Alleger D was telephonically interviewed. 
Alleger D stated that as a result of poor shotgun training he 
did not know how to load the shotgun. He advised that the extent 
of the shotgun training consisted of his being given a shotgun 
loaded with one shell, his removing the safety, aiming and firing. 
Alleger D did .. remark that he felt the pistol training was adequate. 

II II • tEj\ A copy of the Results of Interview With Alleger D is attached as 
EXHIBIT E. 

e. Interviews of Security Guards 

Thirty-six randomly selected security guards and supervisors were 
interviewed regarding the adequacy of pistol and shotgun training. 
Basically, all guards interviewed indicated the pistol and shotgun 
training was adequate enough to enable them to qualify with those 
firearms. 

Guards 24, 26, 29 and 32 indicated that during shotgun training 
the practice of being given the shotgun loaded with only one shell 
and being permitted to aim and fire the shotgun loaded with only 
one shell, was not conducive to obtaining a real understanding and 
familiarity with the operation and function of the weapon. 

Guards 26 and 32 provided written statements regarding this 
information, copies of which are attached as EXHIBITS Q and R 
respectively. 

Guards 2, 4, 8, 23, 24, 25, 27, 29, 34 and 36 indicated that 
more pistol and/or shotgun practice was necessary and/or desirable 
to better familiarize them and increase their competence with those 
firearms . 
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This information is reflected in written statements provided by 
Guards 8, 25, 29, 34 and 36, which are attached as EXHIBITS P, Q, 
B, 0, and K, respectively. 

(Lieutenant) G28, the Training Supervisor, stated that she felt 
pistol training should be more comprehensive, possibly covering 
the function and nomenclature of the pistol in more detail. She 
remarked that some of the guards who have no experience with 
firearms before becoming a guard do not appear to have a comfortable 
feeling with, or understanding of, the weapon after training. 

This information is reflected in a written statement provided by 
G28, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT L. 

f. Review of Firearms Qualification Procedures and Training Records 

A review of firearms qualification procedures and training records 
disclosed that each guard received a five hour block of instruction 
on the handling of weapons followed by a two hour review and 
examination session. Up to 24 hours are allotted for range 
qualification. A review of firearms records of the 36 guards 
interviewed disclosed that the majority of the guards required 
16 hours to qualify. Approximately 7 guards required the full 
24 hours. 

Requalification in the use of assigned weapons is conducted at 
least every 12 months. Prior to requalification, three "voluntary" 
practice sessions are held for those guards wishing to improve 
their skill. Free ammunition and range time are provided; however, 
guards do not receive pay for attending. 

It was noted that as of December 16, 1981, (the first time the 
allegations were aired by WMAQ-TV), all instructors who had 
administered firearms training to the guards had been certified 
with the State of Illinois to teach the 30 hour course for armed 
security guards. 

g. Licensee Investigation 

The licensee's investigation report reflected the following 
information regarding this allegation: 

"The last question dealt with the loading and firing of a shotgun. 
All guards stated that they knew how to load and shoot a shotgun. 
Some indicated that they were not "comfortable" with the shotgun as 
they were with the handgun (deleted, Safeguards Information) and 
that they felt the training on the use of the shotgun could have 
been far better. 

"In looking into the training on the shotgun, "Appendix B" to the 
Security Plan contains an extensive training and familiarization 
section. "Appendix B" full implementation is due 2-83. However, 
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they do currently receive training and familiarization on the 
shotgun. The statement of feeling uncomfortable with the shotgun 
can be analyzed in two ways: 

"a. What is enough training to some people? Some guards who were 
familiar with the shotgun when hired, thought that the training 
was "too ridiculously thorough" because they had prior knowledge 
of the weapon. Others, who were not previously familiar with 
a shotgun expressed concern over their own use of the weapon. 
However, they all were required to qualify with the weapon. 

"b. The second way to look at the statement of "uncomfortable" is 
that the guards, "day-in and day-out" carry, load, and unload 
their (deleted, Safeguards Information) sidearm. They are 
familiar with it because they handle it at least two times a 
day. Shotguns are not issued on a daily basis and in fact, 
have never been issued for an event requiring such a weapon. 
It is understandable why some people could have a "concern" 
on being "comfortable" with the shotgun when analyzed in 
·these aspects." 

In the past, Security Administrator Barry Saunders and Staff 
Assistant/Security, James Mayer, have periodically monitored 
firearms qualification and requalification sessions to assure 
they meet the commitments of the Dresden Security Plan. 
Saunders' and Mayer's statements regarding attendance of 
certain qualification sessions are attached as EXHIBITS R and 
S respectively. 

h. Finding 

The individual who made this allegation (Alleger E) qualified with 
the shotgun on March 2, 1981, but failed to qualify with the sidearm 
in April 1981 and was terminated. 

The firearms training provided to the guards meets the commitments 
in the licensee's security plan. A significant number of guards 
interviewed indicated that from a personal and practical standpoint, 
more practice sessions and/or improved training in some areas is 
desirable. 

28. Additional Allegation from Alleger B 

During an interview with Alleger B on January 18, 1982, she stated that 
on one occasion (unsure of the approximate date), while on duty in the 
Badge Room she observed through the Badge Room window, Guard 62 (G62), 
who was stationed at the Radiation Monitor, holding his pistol in such 
a manner that it.was pointed at the side of his head. 

Alleger B related the following information regarding what she believed 
were the circumstances surrounding G62's actions on that occasion. 
Alleger B related that G62 had a "crush" on Former Guard 8 (FG8) (who 
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was already married) and had made his feelings known to her. On this 
particular occasion G62 telephoned FG8, who was in the Badge Room with 
Alleger B, and proceeded to converse. When FG8 indicated she did not 
wish to converse further and was going to terminate the conversation, 
G62 told her something to the effect that "if you hang up, I'll blow 
my head off." At that point, FG8 observed G62 through the Badge Room 
window with the pistol aimed at his head and immediately brought it 
to Alleger B's attention. 

Alleger B stated that she reported this incident to one of her 
supervisors, either (Sergeant) G35 or (Lieutenant) G36 (unsure of 
which one), and to her knowledge no action was taken. In addition, 
Alleger B remarked that Guard 63 (G63) may have also witnessed this 
incident and that G63 and G33 may have knowledge of another instance 
in which G62 removed his pistol from his holster for no authorized 
reason. 

a. Interview of Former Guard 8 

On February 10, 1982, Former Guard 8 (FG8) was telephonically 
interviewed. FG8 was questioned regarding the allegation con
cerning G62 and stated she did recall observing the instance in 
which G62 had aimed his pistol at the side of his head. FGB 
indicated the incident occurred approximately a month after FGB 
started work onsite (G62 started onsite July 1, 1980). FGB 
advised she did not recall the exact content of the telephone 
conversation which she had with G62 on that occasion, but 
indicated it was basically a friend to friend type conversation. 
She indicated that G62 aiming the gun at his head was done 
jokingly or while "goofing off" and in her opinion, G62 was not 
serious regarding any statement that he would "blow his head off." 
FGB also stated she observed G62 draw his weapon in a quick draw 
manner on one or two other occasions. She felt he was either 
goofing off or joking. 

b. Interview of (Sergeant) G35 

On January 20, 1982, G35 was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. G35 was questioned regarding the allegation and 
stated she has never received a report of G62 removing his pistol 
from its holster for any unauthorized reason. She also stated she 
has never received a report a G62 pointing his pistol at his head 
and knows of no such incident. 

G35 provided a written statement attesting to this information on 
February 4, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT I. 

c. Interview of (Lieutenant) G36 

On January 20, 1982, G36 was interviewed at the Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station. G36 was questioned regarding the allegation and 
stated he has never received a report (verbally or in writing) 
regarding any unauthorized use of firearms by any guards. G36 
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also indicated he has never received a report concerning G62's 
removal of his pistol from its holster for any unnecessary reason. 

G36 provided a written statement attesting to this information on 
February 4, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT K. 

d. Interview of Guard 33 

On January 19, 1982, Guard 33 was interviewed at the Dresden 
Nuclear Power Station. G33 was questioned regarding the allegation 
and stated he has never observed any guard remove his or her pistol 
from its holster for any unauthorized reason. 

G33 provided a written statement attesting to this information on 
February 4, 1982, a copy of which is attached as EXHIBIT N. 

e. Contact with Security Administrator 

Upon advising the Security Administrator of this allegation, he 
contacted Burns Security corporate representatives and requested 
they conduct an investigation into the allegation. 

f. Investigation by Burns Security 

Subsequent to the Security Administrator's request, Burns 
initiated and conducted an investigation which included the 
contacting of substantially all the individuals interviewed by 
the NRC regarding the allegation, and (on February 18, 1982), 
interviewing all guards working on the same shift as G62. G62 
was also interviewed and denied the allegation. 

In addition, G62 was subsequently given a polygraph examination 
during which he denied the allegation. The results of the poly
graph examination indicated G62 was not truthful in his denial of 
the allegation and the polygraph examiner confronted him with 
those results. G62 admitted to the polygraph examiner there may 
have been an instance in which he drew his weapon for no authorized 
reason, but that it occurred when he first started work onsite. 

As a result of the investigation and polygraph examination, G62 
was subsequently terminated for lying to Burns management. 

The Burns investigation was completed prior to the NRC investiga
tion into this allegation and it was determined no further NRC 
action was necessary regarding the allegation. 

29. Management Discussion 

During the course of the investigati~n the licensee was advised of 
the investigative findings . 
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TO: Surveillance File L---~:-~~~·:~ 

SL;BJECT: Investigation of Allegations Made by Current and Fonner Burns 
Guards on NBC Channel 5 News 

On December 15, 16,. 17, 18, 1981, NBC News (Channel 5) aired ~1 

story on their 4:30 P.M. newscagt alleging lax security at the Dresden and 

Zion Nuclear Generating Stations. This report took the form of interviewE:r, 

Mr. Faul Hogan C~ews 5), talking to a "number" of current and former guarcs 

~hose faces were obscured and voices electronically distorted. These guards 

made a number of allegations about reported alchohol, drug abuse, and illicit 

sexual activities within the stations protected area. 

Mr. Paul Hogan stated that he interviewed seventeen (17) current 

and fc,rmer guards about these allegations and that current guards supposedly 

·::orrot:ora.ted former guards statments. However, in inve.stigating these allega-

ticns and the investigation itself by NBC News Center 5, it appears to m.~ that 

Mr. Hc·gan talked to only seven guards, five of whom were former guards a·:1d 

termir.ated for either failure to qualify with a weapon, excessive absent•.~eism, 

or illegally changing company policy. The remaining two "current" guard:; 

interviewed were either involved in a \forkman' s Compensation case suit w:i_ t: h 

Bur::s t~r •.Jas the father of one of the terminated guards interviewed. Of the 

se':e:, guards interviewed on T.V., five (5) ·,;ere from Dresden (4 former and l 

curre:1t) and two (2) from Zion (1 current and 1 former). The current guard 

is the father of the former guard. 

The allegation3 mo.de on the newscast: about Dresden basicall:; 2d~~ 

the following statements. (We have video tapes of the newscasts and uoon 

rev~~ew, the following stat~ments w-ere made from these allegations). 

, . ·- -······ ·-· - . ····-- -- • ••-•wr•-··------
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A.i.legatic·n A: T. ma:1y guard, CECo, and ,:on t r'9or personnel 

sit:e (allegedly made by f7LLcf:TBR... B 
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use di'ug;: ,~in 

B: A fori!ler guard stated that ... "he saw another guard 'saor;ir;g' 

cocaine at the Control Room door and that· he reported it U: his 

supervisor, who did nothing" (allegedly made by fJLLE:.Gcfi.. () 

C: Another guard stated • o •II that he saw a female guard and .s. CECo 

· person having sex on the fuel floor" (allegedly made by J9LL866~ 
II" 

Dresden, and also Zion) 

D; "That alcohol is being allowed on site when 'brought in' by the 

use of thermos bottles and that guards are told by CECo to ignore 

fl~ett E , 
the issue (allegedly made by , Zion and , Dresden .i 

E. ''When guards bring up concerns to their supervisors, rela~ing to 

security violations or incidents, the supervisors either try to 

cover it up, are unresponsive, or that the guard making the 

report would get in trouble". (allegedly made by fll-J-,J:G6/f. C. 

F: Thac many guards and CECo personnel use pills on site (allegedly 

mo.de by 

G: Guards and CECo personnel regularly sleep on the job, due to 

being tired or sleeping off a drunk (hangover) (allegedly rrade 

H: A guard stated that she would "drop her gun and run away as fast 

as her little legs would carry her when confronted with a group 

of intruders climbing the fence'.'. (allegedly made by f9LLl!b-cte 8 

I: That guard supervisors are selling drugs on site (allegedly made 

by fHJ.S.'76.ll 0 

J: That she (a guard) did not know how to shoot a shotgun or even 

know how to load .')ne (allegedly made by l/LL~6tl{ E_ 

2 ,.-------- ---·-~. ~--··-----·~, 
!I ... .: . •.• · •. 
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l'pon hearin-hese 

ow11 on 12/17/81. This 

ab~~~I:ns~ .I ~ecided .tart an I Exhibit C-Page 3 of I~ 
investigacio~ of my 

i:westigation took the form of conducting l 100% ir.ter-

·view of all guards and guard supervisors 'currently working at Dresden Station. 

Ji;:i ~1ayer (Staff Assisr..:mc) .:ind l conducted these interviews 1i·1er a two . ..,f·ek 

period. I developed eleven questions, as I interpreted the meaning fro~ the 

Channel 5 ne~scasts .. The questions are as follows: 

1. Do you know of any guard or CECo or contractor personnel currect:y 

using non-prescription or non-over-the-counter drugs on site? 

2. If you do, why haven't you reported it to supervision? 

3. Do you know of what guard or any guard that was referred co by tte 

allegations, as "snorting cocaine at the Control Room door" or ar:yn..Jhere 

else on site? 

4. What do you know about sex on the fuel floor or anY"'here else en site? 

5. If ~hile on X-Ray post, you suspect that alcohol was attempted tc be 

trought in the protected area inside a thermos bottle, what would you do? 

6. In ybur own personal experien-ce, have you ever brought a security 

violation, concern, incident or problem to the attention of your super-

visor and had then be unresponsive or tell you to "cover it up"? 

7. Do you know of anyone using non-prescription or non-over-the-cour.ter 

type pills? 

8. Do you know of any guard that has been sleeping on post that has not 

been dealt with by the supervision once chey were made a.ware of !he 

situation? 

9. If you were on the Response Team and were called upon to respond to an 

alarm at perimeter zone where a 11 group 11 of individuals were clir:i[·ing 

the fence, would you interpose yourself between the group of ind: vidu.als 

and the vital areas? 

3 
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Do you.ow of any guard or CECo supervisor selling dtugs on ~:iLe? 10. 

11. Do you know how to load and shoot a shotgun? 

I started the questioning of all the guards on 12/17/31 around 9:0(' ~\.M. 

Shortly after 12:00 noon, Mr. J.Belanger and Mr. R. Burton of the NRC sh0wed 

up in my office to inform me chat they were here to conduct an investigc:.t:on of 

the allegations made by cllrrE:nt and for:ner guards on Channel 5 nei.;s bror.<lc.ast. 

At this ti~e. I voiced a conc~rn th~t I hatl to the NRC. The NRC has been 

aucii ting !Jresden Security at least two times a year for almost si::-: years. They 

have reviewed all incident reports and all areas of the security plan i~cluding 

guard concerns and morale issues, and by their showing up to investigate :hese 

allegations, only lends credibility to the allegations. 

Mr· Bel anger stated that they were responding to the current allegations 

and that previous inspections could only be considered just that - "previcus" 

1!1:;pections. 

I told Mr. Belanger and Mr. Burton that .,;e would assist them in every way 

po5sible during their investigation. 

In interviewing all the guards, I talked to one who was at the NBC filming 

of ::he interviews. The guard stated that the filming was done in the basement 

of 0:1e of the for.mer guards f.J.ther' s house. The guard also verifieJ '.'lY 

suspicions on "who" the disguised guards were. The gua:rds allegedly wer·~: 

ALLE &ER. A (for.mer Dresd.~n) - Terminated 4.,-20-·81. for f allure to qt.:;} lfy 

with we2..pcn. 

A LLC.(:,..Ef( f3 ( fcinner Dresden) - Te:mina ted 6-10-31 fer failure t.c· 

qualify ~ith a weapon. 

f}'-1..c~Elf.. E.. (forner Dresden) - Tere.inated 4-21-81 for failure to qu.Jl.ify 

with a weapon . 

4 
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1 
for excessive abse:1t:~eisl!1. 

c_ 
(current guard) - Involved in a dispute with Bucns 

over Workman's Compensation suit (Received approximately $5,600 

settlement with Burns for prior Workman's case) 

Additionally, the other two disguised guards were fro~ Zion Station. They 

aL.egedly were , who was terminated for re.....-ri ting· a secur:L t ! 

procedure, and hi.$ father, who is still currently working as ;1 ~uard. 

The guard who told ""e ::if the above saiJ chat she and t• .... o other gu.J::d.; went 

to che filming under the guise of bringing out the union strife and the h~arings 

be.J..ng conducted by the NLRB, but upon hearii:.g the course that the quest~.0·:1s 

'..lere taking, she and the other two guards refused to discuss se:curitj inf,Jn:iatic;-. 

-with Mr. Hogan. It is apparent to me that Mr. Hogan's statement of "seven" 

current guards interviewed was totally wrong and that, in fact, only two (2) 

•..;er·~ current. It should be pointed out at this time that the one current guard 

R LL£.Gr&t.. C.. , turned in her equipment at the end of her shift 

the day prior to the news story being aired and complained that she "twts:ed" 

her neck while reaching for her gun to turn it in and has not returned to work 

as of this date. 

With regards to the specific allegations. the following are responses by 

tht: .~\!ards. (There are only two guards that m2de statements· tLat needed 

furth~r investigation that I will elaborate on later in this report as indicate~ 

~ To the first question on knowledge of 1ny guard, CECo or contrac:or 

currently using non-~rescripcion dr~gs on site, all guards stated that 

they never saw anyone theGsc:i.ves usi:-,;;_,: d::-~1gs on site. I n.::;ke.d "wr1<:.t 

about rurr.or.s they may have heard" an..i the .'.lnswer ;..ras ''ncr:e". 

" Response to :he second question of ''..,:h:1 didn't you -report the abo·:.:.! to 

supervision'' was net applicable due to the answer all gave to ti:e ! irsr: 

question. ... ··. ·- . - - .. : ' .... : . : "::: 
5 
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~0TI.~:L"'t~e~5cia~r~u~i~.n,b"'-tr:~.1~=-vgna,dTtTd;..._,s~t~t'~ .. r"~~~~~ .. ~c..,i,lcaine at the Contra~ Room 

dcor was thdc answered by all guards the same way - they never saw ar1ycne 

(guard) doing this. I asked "what about rumors"? A numbei.· of guards '.;.aid 

that they "heard" but never saw, a guard named F& -7., who was the C'.1'2 

that Al.L.:!.j~it. D was referring to. However, no one had ever seen ,:; o -7 
sncrting cocaine. In pursuing this rumor, I checked the files and fo~nd that 

F6- 'l '.S last day on site was 12-28-78 and that he was subsequently killed 

in a car accident si:.;: months later. Additionally, I talked to the gu.lrd •..,rho 

car-pooled. with F&-7 and he stated that he never saw f:. C:s-7 us•:~ any 

type of drug or be under the influence cf any kind of drug, either on t!1e way 

to work or while at work. 

My c·.Jnclusion is that no one could verify l#Lt.e1•1t o's sta.t:emeut and 1:hat 

since F&-? is not available· for <:eo!lfirmation/denial, this allegati•m is 

just rumor 1.11 t hout substantive proof. 

* The fourth question dealt with sex on the fuel floor. All gua-::-ds state_,; 

that they never saw anvone engagir:3 in sex on the fuel floor !Jr any-...;hio:r-.~ else 

:;..r:sLie t'.1e protected area. Again, I asked about rumors. A m~mber of guards 

indicated that they heard about, but never saw themselves, three former guards 

) who were "supposed" to engage in 

.sex. With regard to the specific allegation of "sex on the fuel floor", I 

ck ve found out that RL~•C. If was referring to a former guard ( !=-&:, - ~. -

l~;st time on site was 2-5-80) and a former Edison employee who were embracing 

when he saw them. It does not appear that he ever reported this to anyone. 

* Th~ allegation of alcohol being introduced into the station via thermos 

bottles needs some explanation before I relate the guards answers. 

I ·•:·::-- ·--, 
I . .r ""- '· "" · - · - •. >~ : ·.-~ >>~ n I 
l 
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true that wedo not open thermos 
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bottles to "sniff" or taste· t·~S t 

th<:ir contents. Although tl-:e guards and the gatehouse are the prioar:1 ueans 

of' screening", Edison, :su::.rd, and c:ontract•Jr s11perv.isors ar~ aware o:·: :his 

pctentia.l proble::i ar;d wat.ch for ::his acti ... ·ity. To this date, we have not 

"seen" any concern tl;at would i,..:arrent additional measures that would be over 

and above our current screening practice. To carry this thought furthe~, 

however, what wotild be an adequate search under this allegation? If ve were 

to start "sniffing" or taste testing thermos bottles, why then shouldn' 1.: we stat 

separating sandwiches to see if the pickles as shown on the X-Ray are truly 

pickles and not drugs in the form of a pickle. Additionally, if a persnn 

w<inted to "beat" the screening in the gatehouse, he could inject an orange 

with alcohol and bring the orange through. I offer this scenario ~o point 

out tl1e ridiculousness of peeling an orange to prevent all possibilities of 

alcohol being introduced to the station . 

• 1 asked all the guards what --would they do,, if while on the X-Ray pc•s t, 

t~ey suspected the alcohol was being brought in via a thermos. All gt:.ards 

responded in either of c~o ways: the majority stated they would hold th~ 

rh·~m.os, call a supervisor, and r..ot g'rant ac,.::ess to the indh·i::iual. A I ew 

gu;1rds stated chat if .it w.J.s contr.J.ctor personnel who -was enterir,g fer the 

first- ci~e, that they ~ould inform them of the rules forbidding alcohol on 

site a:-id tell them to take ic to their car. However, if they refuse::d or tried 

it after they were aware of t~e rules, they would then confiscate, cail a 

sup2rvisor and deny access. 

* fhe sixth question dealt with guard supervisors ignoring or covering u? 

. 
security ?roblems, concerns or incidents. .All guards stated that any time 

they personally brought up a security concern, violation, or incident, the· 

• 
s:..:pervisors were very concerned and in all cases, felt that che supervisors 

h:1ndled the situation properly. Some guards even indica·ted that their 

s:..:~e~visors were so sensitive to proper action that they were overly zealous 

; 
I 
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e 
in their actions. 

** The use of non-prescription or non-over-the-counter pills ori site by g~ards. 

CECo, or contractors was the seventh question I asked. All guards, ~ith 

one exception, stated that they did not know of or see anyone taking illegal 

pills on site. One guard stated that she knew that another guard was taking 

soITie drugs and that thev were offered to her as pills to keep her awake·. · In 

p.1r·~1-'i:ig the ~1llegation, l "c:1l1.ed J~1" thE: gu.::ird alleged as having the drugs. 

I questioned her and she ;;;tilted that .'.;he did use Dexa trLn, which is an over-

t~e-counter drug used for weight loss which also contained 200 mg. of caffeine. 

(reference from 1981 Edition of "Physician's Desk Reference"). Since ca.ffeine 

is also used as a mild stimulant, some guards use these Dexatrim when tired. 

Since these pills are over-the-counter and not a controlled substance, this 

concern appears to be a case of a concerned guard reporting a situation that 

needed investigating . 

* With regards to "guards sleeping on post", all guards. questioned said any 

instance of this occurrence was handled by the supervisors and in all cases, 

guards were terminated. 

* The ninth question dealt with the concern of whether or not a guard would 

interpose hir.iself between a "group" of individuals climbin; the prote1:~2d 

c.rc:a fe:,ce anJ the vital area. Response by the guards to this questiqn, I 

thl.r:k, 1.-d::> exce.llt!nt. In .:.ill cases, as a minimum, the guards stated i:hat more 

inform.ation w-as necessary before they would respond to that question. ::oncerns 

thac they had were as f0llows: 

a. 1,·il.:at did you mean when you said "gr'oup". Is a group 2 or 10 pec.ple? 

b. ~lat were they carrying - bbards, sticks, or machine guns? 

:\re I considered co be on the Initial Response Team or in the secc1d 

Eive responding guards? 

8 
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I then 

"coming over" the fence ;:irmed with automatic weapons - wou~d they respcmd? 

Some guards said that it was their job co respond and they would. Mes~ guards 

said that they would not stand out in the middle of the protected an~a and 

commit suicide but would take up a defensive position of safety and anempt to 

mitigate the situation in.coordination with other responding guards. ~n no 

c:tse would thev drop their h'eapons and run. In my opinion, this res~·or:se 

sho•,;ed a great deal of thought and intelligence by the guards. I thJni: the 

statement made on Channel 5 by r:he former. :suard •..-as the standard "joke 

given to the question. 

** Question 10 dealt with the allegation that a guard supervisor was seJL.ng 

drugs on site. In questioning all the guards, none of them ever saw a guard 

supervisor selling drugs on site. I again asked about rumors. A nu~brr of 

guards stated that they heard that a guard suoervisor ( FC:.-/ .) was dc:ing 

this but they never saw him sell any drugs. 
) ,S 

(It should be noted that ~&-I 

last day on site was 10-30-80). One guard said she saw 

on site with drugs but this was prior to him becoming a supervisor (which was 

in 1979). Additionally, this guard told .F ~-/ that if she ever saw him 

on site again with any illegal substance, she would then "turn him J II .i.n . Thi.c. 

to me, was an acceptable ~ay of handling the situation from the guard's point 

of vie":. To maintain the camaraderie of the group, she gave .F~-( a 

Mtrea;'justifying it as his first time, however, also warni~g him of fJture 

accions on her part. After this incident she never again saw him on site with 

anv illegal subst~nce. 

* T~e last question dealt with the loading and firing of a shotgun. All guards 

s:.J.ted that thi::y k:<e 1.v' ho·"' to load .:Jnd shoot a shotgun. Some i.ndicatei that 

:Ley were not "comfortable" with the shqtgun as they were ;,ith the h.rnd gun 

and that they felc the tr~ining on the use of the shotgun could have 

been far better. 
,,,--.~ .... .... _·<· ., 

.f • ·:. ·:..:···.: ' 

.... · .. : 

1"Y, ·:··-~ .•• / 

l 9 . I 
·' l 



Security ?lan cc:1tains an 2xtensiv2 trainL;g :wJ familiarization sec tic· .. 

"Appendix B" full imple!:1entation is due 2-83. Hov.;·ever, they do current.-Y 

receive training and familiarization on the shotgun. The statement of ~e~ling 

u~comforcable with the shotgun can be analyzed in two ways: 

a. What is enough training to some people? Some guards who were :'a:niliar 

with the shotgun when hired, thought that the training was ''too ridicu-

lously thorough" because they had prior knowledge of the weapon. 

Others, who were not previously familiar with a shotgun expres~:ed concec' 

over their O"t.'TI use of the weapon. However, they all were requ::.r 1~d to 

qualify ~ith the weapon. 

b. The second way to loo~ at the statement of "uncomfortable'' is that the 

guards, "day-irl and d.:-.y-out" carry, load, and unload their . 38 cal. 

sidear!!:. Thev are fomil iar with; it because they handle it at least tT,;O 

times a day. Shotguns are not issued on a daily basis and in fact, 

have never been issued for an event requiring such a weapon. It is 

understandable why some people could have a "concern" on being "i:omfor-

table" with the shotgun when analyzed in these aspects. 

In conclusion, it is my opinion that the allegations made on Chann£1 5 

New.; were an intentional misrepresentation of facts, brought about initially 

by a number of disgruntled guards who either lost their jobs justifiably or 

werE involved in administrative disputes with Burns. A number of these former 

guaris (prior to going to NBC News) attempted to get their jobs back by sulicticg 

help from Edison (myself), the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (T. Tongue), State 

' . ' Sena:urs and State Congressmen (Corccran, Percy) and at least two news ~~dia 

orr;,;::.•1i.zatic:1s (Kankakee J 1.:,:.irnal .:ind A.BC Noe•.-:s). It is tncerescing that o~ce all 

fac::::; 1,.;e::-e '.-:nown, none of ::he above chcse to ::iitigate the t::ir:ne:r gu.:irds :Jc,sitior:. 

·- In .:i "~3St Jit.:::-1'' et[or:: t· 1 ,;:iin their jobs, ~·rat le3St [() ''st::-ike cut'' c:,_ Eur:-i.'O .. 

l D. 



' I I• 

. . I •. ,' • 1; ..... ____ _ 
Nuc:ear Power than in the guards original pursuits. 

In investigating the above situations, it it my position that the al.Legation 

mad€ by the for:ner guards 2.ild two current: guarcis are i..·itt:out substanriv1:: ;Hoof, 

and '"'as .truly a "slap" .l.n the face to the guards, Edison, Burns and N:..ic:.~ear 

Secu~ity and Nuclear Power. 

\ 
~h;.x/~. 
Barry M. Saunders 
Station Se:urity Administrator 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station 

... " -·; ~ " ... :;.~-::.- . .,/ 
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. ··-· ------·- ·-··-.. - . ·--------·-··-----~---v---· --·------ -- .. ··- ·------·· 

···--------· --·- ·---··-·-- - ·-·- -------- ·--r-- . ··--· - ... 

·-- -··---- ·-·--- ___ -----·------· ----··· __ .......... Qa t;e; ________ p(__·~(~{:,¥-··ff;J_.1J~.- .. 
----------··-·---·-···· _J:~.ri.e : ________ _q~:~ A~// _______ ·----------·-· 

______ L _ ___ EH j~-~~~--~13:~~~-=-~~---~~---h:·;~-~-;~~-~~- .the .. _f9Uow.~ng .. v:·;~:::ry - .. 

s~9'.tf:ment to_ ____ 6.{_{L/1t_·.-~~-C_fl'?{{_:·/,-;_~(l,'--- _______ who has identified .himselL . .to me 

as an Inv,!stigator with the Un.).ted _States _N\lclear Regulatory Co~issior:. _I 

make_ this statement freely with no~hreats.or promises of reward having been 

I . ,;;.:? .. · { ·/-;.., - . . 1 • • h. 
:r.:tce to r;-,e. nvestiga tor_ Q::-- -t::: _;;. r.,;_C.~ .. l.L _________ . is :~writing t is statement 

far me a~ my ~esuest. 
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l r1a.ve: ::e.ad the forego:i.ng statement consisting of ._:) ~~p~wi it;ter.thandwritter. 

pages. I have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have 

sisr:ed my r.arr.e in the margin of the pagiL _'!'his_ statement_ is the truth to the 

br:ost o! ny knowledge and belief. I .declare 

fc: e·:;;:· 1:·.':.: is true and correct. Executed on 

b .,. 
! . 

)....._. 

under T'er·al ty of perj t:ry that the 

}/?/r-i-:.:i (date) at '?;)':>/!/~11,timei 

·--····' ··-··· 

.Signature 



RESULTS OF INTERVIEW WITH 
ROBERT M. BURTON ON JANUARY 21, 1982 

AS RECORDED BY INVESTIGATOR 
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. (R--o) 
On January 21, 1982, ft~ce_ ~a former 
stationed at Dresden NPS, was telephonically 

Burns Security Officer who was 
contacted at hi& parents' home 

in Illinois ( . - phone: 
· was advised of the ongoing NRC investigation into 

the WMAQ-TV allegations and a personal interview with him was requested. 
f)-:- D stated he is not going to get further involved in the (WMAQ-TV) 
matter and did not want to be interviewed. He further stated he was 
"through with Burns, nuclear power and security". R•IJ was advised the 
NRC was aware of the allegations he made to WMAQ-TV and due to their 
non-specific nature, the NRC needed to obtain more specific information 
to aid us in the conduct of the investigation. /1 ·D stated he is 
currently staying with his parents who also do not want him to get involved 
further and would not approve of our interviewing him at their home. 
~-.0 was informed that we (NRC) were agreeable to interviewing him 

anywhere he chose and that his identity would be kept confidential in 
our investigation report. A-D reiterated that he would not submit 
to a personal interview and remarked that he had received threats from 
some current Dresden guards because of the allegations he made. 
was asked if he would answer some questions over the telephone regarding 
the allegations he made (and which were presented) on WMAQ-TV. He agreed 
but refused to give the names of any individuals to whom the allegations 
related. (Because R -D . displayed apparent apprehension and hostility 
towards providing information, questions were-presented in an objective 
manner to.obtain additional details regarding the allegations, rather 
than in an interrogative fashion aimed at determining the veracity of 
his allegations.) The basic allegations as stated by IJ-/). (and presented 
by WMAQ-TV), along with his comments in response to the i~vestigator's 
_que41tions regarding the allegations are as follows: 

• • 
ALLEGATION: I've seen supervisors come in drunk~ 

COMMENTS: FJ-{) advised that this allegation related only to one of 
his former supervisors and that the supervisor concerned 
was no longer at Dresden. 

ALLEGATION: I've seen people making out instead of watching the metal 
detectors. 

COMMENTS: It-/) _ indicated this was an isolated instance. When 
asked if he had ever observed anyone engaged in any sexual 
activities onsite, stated he had not. 

ALLEGATION: One time I saw a guard at the Control Room door snorting 
cocaine. I reported it. The supervisor said let it go. 

COMMENTS: !/-:/) advised that the individual he saw snorting the 
cocaine is no longer at Dresden and indicated the incident 
did not occur recently. When asked if he would affirm 

~ 

I 

., 

~·. 
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Interview -2-

whether or not this incident involved . F G- - 'f he stated 
he would not say. ( F b -'l is a former Security Officer, 
now deceased, who allegedly used drugs illegally and had 
a drug abuse problem.) -A- 0 refused to give the name of 
the supervisor allegedly involved in the incident. 

ALLEGATION: In response to a question by the WMAQ-TV reporter concern
ing whether R- -.[J had taken part in a drill to combat 
terrorists entry into the plant, R-.D stated no. 

Exhibit E 
Page 2 of 3 

COMMENTS: When asked if he had ever participated in any security drills 
·for simulated intrusion and sabotage events, !l-0 stated 
he had not. 

ALLEGATION: In response to a question by the WMAQ-TV reporter concerning 
whether a terrorist group could make entry to the Dresden 
plant, put a bomb and blow it up, fl~() stated sure, in 
about two minutes. 

COMMENTS: A--0 was not questioned regarding this allegation. The 
allegation involves a personal and subjective opinion on 
part which cannot be supported by his personal knowledge 
and/or ·observations of terrorist entries into Dresden. 
This is evident due to the fact that ther.e has never been such 
an occurrence at Dresden. 

ALLEGATION: In response to a series of questions by the WMAQ-TV reporter 
concerning what guards say they would do if confronted by 
terrorists with automatic weapons, 19-() stated the guards 
would run. He indicated the guards would run because they 
are not going to stand in front of an automatic weapon. 

COMMENTS: flf/) was not questioned regarding this allegation for the 
same reasons he was not questioned regarding the previous 
allegation. 

A-l> also related that on approximately three occasions he has observed 
three different guards in the vicinity of the mobile trailers, smoking 
what he believes was marijuana. He stated he has not observed any other 
instances of suspected drug use other than those previously mentioned. 

, A·D stated he has.seen a few instances in which individuals, who in 
his opinion were intoxicated, were not detained by the guards in the gate 
house and allowed to enter the plant. A-./J. did not state what, if any 
action he took in these instances. 

A..C stated he felt the training he received from Burns was totally 
inadequate. He was asked to provide specific information about the areas 
he felt were inadequate, but hesitated and appeared unable to readily do 
do. . ,q-D did say that as a result of poor shotgun training he did not 
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Interview -3-

know how to load the shotgun. He advised that the extent of the shotgun 
training consisted of his being given a shotgun loaded with one shell, 
his removing the safety, aiming and firing. 11~.t:J.. did remark that he 
felt the pistol training was adequate. 
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Reported by: lff/ka: 1Jt r&tittmJ 
Robert M. Burton 
Investigator 
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!~ESULTS OF H:TERVIEW WITH 
l'JJ3EKT ~\. BURTON ON JANUARY 2i, 1982 

- /\S ru:coRDED BY INV EST fGXfOR 

EXI:iIBIT F 
Page 1 of 2 

c_R-'-) 
On January 27, 1982, R~e~ (.. , o. Burns Sc•curitj Off·icl'r at DrQSOE~n 
!~PS (currently on medical leave), w-a:; telephonic;1 lJy contacted at her resi.de:1ce 
in Illinois ( - phone: 

A ~)c. .) . w~s advised of the ongoi.ng ~:RC invc-stigation into the l·lMA.(l···T'-J. 
;:i1leg<itions and a pe·rsonal interview with her wz1s recjuestcd. stat;:C: 
it was her understanding that she was not required to speak with the NRC and 
that ~he did not wish to be personally interviewed because she could not pro•1ide 
any information in addition to that mentioned in the WNAQ-TV program. She 
also stated she did not want to lose her job as a result of her talking to 
the NR1:. She was advised that her identity would be kept confidential in 
tiie NRC report and also that any disciplinary or discriminatory action taken 
a~ainst her as a resu]t of providing information to NRC is prohibited by 
Sectior 210(a) of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974. (She was also 
advised that although her identity would be kept confidential, the possibility 
existeci that certain individuals could identify her by what she said.) 

f.J- '- remarked that if Burns wanted to take disciplinary action against 
her bec~usc she provided information to the NRC, they would find som~ other 
excuse to r..lo so in order to .::ivoid any trouble with the NRC. 

fl-c_ was informed that she had been identified by several individuals 
ns having appeared on the WMAQ-TV program and that the NRC was interested 
in interviewing each person who appeared on the program to obtain specific 
details regarding the allegations. 11-c_ stated she would not admit to 
appearing on WMAQ-TV and questioned how anyone could have identified her sincE' 
everyone's identity on the program was disguised. Because she was not recep-
t.ive to a personal interview, 11-C.. was asked if she would answer some 
qucstio«s ove1.· the telephone. She agreed. 

'.n n'sp1.:t1se to questi.uns ;:;sked, · 11-C.. stated she had never observed anyone 
consu:.1ii:g alcoholic bever.:iges onsite, anyone using anything she ~;uspected to le 
i 11 .. rn L drug::: Lrnsitc, or anyone e:1gaging in any :;exual activities or.site. 
~;he rcc~lled only one instance of observing an individu~l who i.n her opinion 
1::1~.: i;1c--·:·:ic<!tt!d. This incli.v·id11al (a CEC~J L'rnploy:_'•" \o1h0se idcntit;,- '.·i'.l~: unkn:_v .. ·11 

t•~ \.,,·;·)·.-.'as cbserved un the turhine floc0 r apprn:\i1"!1at:.ely 6 months ago w.ith 
~-:01u:- r-t\;cr CECo employees. ~-C... stated b.'.Jsed c)n his general appear.Jnce 
C'th2 '.::1y he JL°"1oked"), in her opinion th>. indiviJu;1] was into~;ic1ted. She 
sL1tcJ ::;he diJ not repcrt the i.nc.ident hecause 
'.'iU1 ;1r..c~ po::;t and in audttinn, did not th-ink 
•,.'.J~; into··:icat,_:d. She further advised that the 
<iny '.·'•irk acti·.;ities when she obsei-vcd hi.m. 

she was late reporting to a 
she could prove the indjv"i.dua:: 
individual was not engaged in 
f}·e-. remarked th.it on sever.;1? 

c·.::ca:: i r.1;1S she smelled liquor on the breath of individuals, however, in her 
:)pi.nio:1 has n(;ver observed any of those individuals to be intoxicated to the 
:loiot v.'l11~H:! their abi1 ity to perform their job .,.,;:is impaired. 

·;egardi:1g tri:lining, 1/-C... ~a.id it was inadequate for situat:ions involvi.r.!-, 
:·espu:tse to terrorist attacks. She indic.:ited that if terrorists ever attac:kf:cl 
t:he gate house, the guards there would be useless as a deterrent since they'd 
:e de::d almost immedL.1tely. IJ· C... stated ::;he has never participated in 

.:r:y sr:curi.ty drills for si.mul:1ted instrusions or s;1botage events. She advis1.~c1 
::hat ::he :irearms training (both pistol and shotgun) was adequ<ite, <Jlthough 
,; l!e 1-.1.:i;.; u!lsu re whether she could quick 1.y and effect i. ve ly use the shot gun 



• 
Intervie1.,i -2-
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from the hip in the event of a shooting situation. 

Regarding observations of marijuana paraphernalia coming into the plant, 
{:}- '-: stated she was "not. so.ying anything about it because they' re 

not doing anything about it". 

f}- '- stated guards were told not to go to the NRC with problems. Sh;~ 
reL.1 cl!d that at one meeting of guards, Barry Saunders, CECo Sec.uri ty A<lmiL1::.
s tr.:i::or, advised the guards that i.f they had <l problem, they should go to 
him <md not the NRC. 

f)- (_ also indicat·~d ~u:.irds were t[C.:Jtc:~d a::; pe:rsons with l.:::sse:r integL-:.ty 
th•rn CECo employees. She <H.lvised th2.t when it c_:atne down to situations in 
;Jilich it 1.;as a guard's 1wrd against ;1 CECo employee's word, the:: gu~1rd's \.: . ...-·d 
was r...:~Jn:::idered less credible. 

At the: conclusion of the convcr::;ntion, fl-(__ wns asked to provide a 
·n'dtt<.·n statement attesting to the i.nfr.rmation she related. ·she stated she: 
di.d nict want to provide a •.vritten st<.1temc.nt at this timr!, but may change rwr. 
r:1ind :'t a later date. She iodj C.'.lted the reason she did not w,1nt to provid·~ 
a statement is because the inforrn~tion she related involve~ mostly person~l 
ovinic111 rather than specific facts regarding the allegations being 
investigated. 

~/"7~. { ~· I ft;:;) ii; . / _,,r~, ,11; - • I . ; / / ;.~" / Reported by. '"(.,,,. . I . ~,.,,,( ,,._.,/.__,· 
Robert M. Burton 
Investigator 
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. Location_.=._._~ .. ·-~ 
. Page 1. of 2 

------ .: .... ·--·-. --·-·-····-· .-."': .. 

Datt:: ~('Zu;,~i Ji, l'lrtl--
1 c · toA.~- .. . . .. -·-· Time: 

~ercby make the following voluntary 

• . .;ho has identified himself to m.; 

a'; <1:1 Jr.vestigator with the L'niteJ States Nuclear Re9ulatory Corr.mission. I 

make this statemeht freely with ~o threats or promis~s of reward having been 
,,-_-~; -~r-

mt:d e to me. Investi.sar_c;,r (:(\,(!·~~(:?~ 

for me at ffiY request. 



ZC:::-----. ._ _____ . 
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·-·-----
----------- -- ···-· -- - ··- ...... .=..:_-:-::-::··.-··-· ~.._ 

' ha•:'-' n':c.li the foregoing st.J.tement consisting of ? ,.., 

.;,;i--:ncc ff:j' ::ame in the rnu.rgin of the page. This '.3t:ate:ncnt is the trulh to the 

L<. st of :::·1• i:no•,:ledge and belief. I declare under penalty of perjury that the 

!'cre;o.:r;c; :.s true and correct. Executed on ..i.)1r (date) at /r) RA'l (tir.H:·. 

:,.,- J -~- r. t.: s ~ L" ::.! t: y : 



EXHIBIT H 

• Location: ~(f:~,,.~:-- /2',.c· / /;11 .. -~~;~' ,
0

~.d& iZ, 
--------------------__________ /.._2?;...,_;;1..::;t1...-.;...:;;;..; .. (o... ..... :o:·.1 ...... _~tlc:/: :1-:<-'.'t ~-

·-----·- Pate: 

Time: 9: i/SC!f 

I , G UR R.0 ~{p ____ __.,h._.e ... r,_,e..,b.._\._' _.m.,.a....,.k..,.e__..t .... h..,e.__.fuo,..1 ... 1 ... 0 ... w.._.i ... n""g__.y_.,o ... 1 ... u_n_..t...,ar-...x.._· 

_____ s .... t ...... a~t~e:!}!~.:.:n:..::t,_t ... o=-----~ ... -...,{;..ol .... 1-6..z;._ .. I.("'"-': ~'-. r,.__·· ... r:_~:;..' ... ' t: ... , __ ~ ... l_.;;; ~,_.1 ...... _____ _,w~.h...,.o'-'h ... a....,.s__..i..,d .. e....,n ... t .. 1.,· f.....,i...,e ... a.._ .. h..,i..,m ... s.._e_l .... f_t .. o_ ..... m ______ , 

as an Investigator with the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I 

make t.bis statement freely with no threats or promises of reward having been ____ _ 
.·-:;f)(/At;n L .i·i·1d"ll.1L 

---·made _!.o me. Investigator ~./'.. ,. • . ~l, cfh14.· i-9 t~inE!t'wrj..t..iag- this statemen. ... r ____ _ 

for mE a. t mv regues t'"'.'-----------------

-''">-· , ,,. r. , . · / , . .., 
- ··-·---"'-~~---~ >' _.<: ~ t·' h <· ~·.~~· 

/.'-·) ..-,J<..-r/'./",.·1.;• 
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. ____ ,, ___ ·---------
~, 

l h3· .... 2 !:t' ~c t-~,e tor<::~ycing stati:::w12r:t consisting of .,,::.., t,.yf•e:wr-±-tote!'l/f1ar,dwr i tt,,!·1 

f .3.·:,J":?s. l :ii:.V•~ n~ade any neces;:ar·:i: corrections anJ have initialed thf~!T:. I na'Jt::: 

si•'j':t:-c: ;-:-,y nci.'.:H; in the mar,3in of t::-:e pilge. Th.is stat:ement is the truth tc the 

; •• ~:::t of my 1'.r:cl'ledge and belief. I declare under penalty of perjury that the 

fcrE 9oin9 is true a;·:d coryect. Executed on 
, ) / __ . l /.

'/ ..:./ .·-·1 / ~5 I 

- .. -.. .. ._ .... &.c..C?flfC..0 ... 
Signature 

'-~.( ) .': :.·: 

/I. LIO:-r>·'t . (date) at ';(·f..JF 1 • ~tir;.e) . 
.I 

I 

,..--- --· -----



.. ···--· -------·-------- ···-· --··----· - -·.- --- - ·-·-----:;:::;:::---;·------~-- ·-----·· ·--- ·--···---------
Date· :::r2/''il-J.;,t/- '/ l?·f2-= 

-~-~-~-~. =~~==-- ________ -~:=_-_-_~--~-=~--~---:;im~--~~.~~~.=-~ -~2=~:L·~- .- -~-~~=--=-~-~~- .. 
---·--- ----·----------~-· ·--·--.----------·---- ---·----· ------- ---------- ·--·- - - ··-··------ ----

. ... _. __ L __ __GQ_fl._f?Q ___ _ 3_~. .,--, . ______ hereby make the following voluntary 
~/.'•--I- ~_,...:·/.I~-

-- _;~:at~:l!.ent: t_o ___ f;:L:!-_j,._'-<..-'U__}_(~fil~f;:!)_: who_ has _identified himself to _me _______ ... 

a~; an Investigator __ .'!'/_.i,t[i_t_he lJ:lited_States __ Nµclear Regulatory ~o(llmission. _I __ . 

rr,ake this statement,_ fre_el,y_ .with no_threats_or promises qf .reward having been 
--? 

rr.acie to me. Inv_estigator ____ ._,{!,.(_( JhQz.., ____ __ is ~~±mawriting this statement. 

f~r me at my request. 



./ 
. / 

/ -··---·---------------------------------

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 
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p~yes. _r have made any necessary corrections and have initialed them. I have 

signed !'ly name in ~he m~rg~n __ of _t!1_e pag~. This statement is the truth to the 

best gf my knowledge _and _belief. I declare_ under. renal ty of perjury that the 

fC?r!~goir.:1 is true and correct. Executed on 2/1//8:2... (date) ati/-"()0/1/·(tirne). 

7
Gu .s ~.!l _ 3S _______ _ 

Signatu~e ... ·--. -·--·-··---· 

Witnessed .. by:_ 
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________________ !!O_c:ation: ~ ~&av~-v.fi:t4~---
/h.....cA, · .. , ~ 

--~~-~~----~--~, 

)-·-· --------·- ~--- -··-···--··. 

>---····----- ______ Qa_~t_ ___ ~ 2i 19g2 . --··--·-· ..... .. ---

-----. . ______ ·um.e=--------·--~./:3oA.~ . ___ .. .. 

. -~ :-i,_ __ G iJ ~ ~~.L,_-~?~-~ -~ -~- ~nby ;...~~~h~ f ~l~gwing voluntary . . .•. 

______ §.~?~P.ent....t2- ~ -~"' .WhQ...ha..a.identified_himself to me .... ----

--- ....... ~~ ... ~n ~nv~1t!sl~t.Q~. ~.itb . ...th.fit. U.ntt.e.d _s~"tes .NuGlear R.egulatory .Couuniasion. J: . 

~ke thi§.BtAt.eme.nt.f~~l.y. with no.threats.or promises of .reward having been 

. _. ~ge _tQ .m.e.1.-1.nV.il.§tigAtoL._ ~~----.is :AGL· o;?writing .. this statement 

fQ"f: me.A.t.JDYI.~~\HUit ---- ... ------·-·-···-··---· . ----·-··--·-····--··--·· .. - ·----··--·-····· 



• 

.. ·-""-:'-··· "' __ .... _____ .. 

-1~·------ __...__ & .,;----. • -----

---·--------- ·····---·· ·-

Exhibit J 
Page 2 of 2 

·ti:n'"'IJ::i:I t ieo/handwritte_n _____ d ____ _ 

--··- pa<J'!.S_~. -~---~av~-~~- ~..X .. !!~_C?_e~sary corre<?t.~o_n~---~~~- .. !lav.~_jni_t~a}.~~-~~~~- I hav.e: ________ _ 

i---.-s.igned my name in the margin o_f the _ _p~ga. This stateJ!lent is ~~L.t:p,1th _ _to .. t.he _ -···--····-···-· 

, ___ l_?e_f:!t of my __ .~ow~~9tl._~d belief. I Aeclare un<~~!"..~~~J9'_..Q!__periury j:,l°)i;li; J;h~. ·--~------· 

foregoing __ is t~e-~~-C?-~!:.!'~~t. Execut.c~ on / - ~ 1-l~(g~~!L~~- J:. J_~A (t:i:.~.~) ~-------

------------·· 

l-

>--·-------·-_--=_--¥:---~~ 

' • -< 
t ~ 

I 

l 
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EXHIBIT K 
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Le?-~~ ~~.Qfil__fillY~ ?V ~2zt;/UJ.v fl1P.:t_:t!.~il'J.>v ... 
- -··--···· ----~~-~~~---· ··----··-·· 

----------------~--------------· 

(b;_ ':,?;;,,)/Uf/ Zf/. 17 «i ;;2.. Date: 

··-·-·----

I U l} e R;.Q <. 3~. _h.~LEWY.!!la~e .. .the_following __ v2luntary .. _____ , 

statemen_t to &tftz;t" ;.f!itt.-11'Jrv . __ who_ has _.identified himself .to me___ , 

______ a.§ Jln ~nve~t;!g_~to_~ witU.he_.Qn~t~q_S._tgt~~__fulclear J~egulato.ry._Couunission. _l __ ... __ ··-··--···

-. -~kt __ ~hi.IL.~tat.ement _f_r~~ly __ with no __ threats_ or. promise.s of . ..reward having been __ .. -·---·-

. . ~de .~o me._JJlV~~t.igtlt9r. &t:it'irv -·· .... is ::tH u'9iwriting .this .statement _ .. 

for me at my request. 



. '• 
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. ------:::~--_-: _____ -. ----=·-=~---- ------==~~ 

--- --------------

-----------·-----·-··--·· ·---·-.. -·. -

I have read t.he fore9oin9 statement consisting of 2- *"Jicwzibtsenvhandwritten 

_____ pag~li-~ _I __ h!lv~ ~a~e -~E_)'_~c~_i:;~~:~y _c:=orrec:ti_o_~:; ~nd have initialed them. I have 

signed my nam~ in the margin Q~ the P~.9.~~.Ttii~.-~!:_C!-t;eme~t;,. :i,~ __ 1:.he_ trutti .to. the 

___ .__Ees~- ~f __ ~.Y. ~!lC>.~1~519!...!':!l~ J~~_lie(~ ...!. -~~c;l~re . under penalty of perj µry _ that the . ______ . ··-. 

_ foregoin_2_~-~--~~~~ and correct. ~~e_c.ut:~~-_9.!l___l~~.J-~---'-~date) at J/.·~1 ~,tlf(time). 

. .. ····· ... - .... ·. 
--·--·-··--- ..... G u.e R.O - .3~ • 

___ -·~!gnature .. ___ ------····- --·-· 

m·~if-/JJ; .. tf!Uu' 1--;-;--~ ,- ------· ····------------·- -

-~i_tnes~~~-~y:_ .... ------------~-""'-"""""'"""""'"U..;..;;..t'~l\.,_J _____ . ____________ . __ 
• 

. . ·----- ·----------------·-·--------·-. 

________ .1=_:_ __ ·~-~-::,~·~· -- -- ' ' - '' 



statement 7.:o 

Lo::ation: 

lJate: 

Timio-: 

e 
i,' !/ /' /,-) .-

· 
.. : ~--·~·.-: .. _ . . ·/.: .• '/, '·· .d 

4

•1_ ·'.1 , ,.::?-_· .•. ., &-' 1i ........ - •. : :.J ,.. ,_. .· ............... -C..:. - _., ._. -· v .. 

/'j· .· -
/ /- "' ~.-· .. --/ ,' 1- ,.. .;.· ~·"' ..... # • 

I • I 

( \ '. J ~ ,.J .~ '! ,.,. /t~ '. ~ I .. -, ,. 
,/\.,#~ t,(...' ·~· ....... ._.,. ,~[> 

/·IC/". l)_ 

EXHIBIT L 

Page 1 of 3 
,...A)_((; ?-::.:>~.'' :__ 

herehy make the following voluntary 

who has identified himself to me 

as an Investigator with the United States Nuclear Regulatory Corrn1issicn. I 

m:i1<;e this statement freely .... :i th no threats or promises oj reward ha·.rin:; bP.en 
,,.,.-·; -;ii-- / . 

. -?.!/(·.\(-""' . .#.,.. _, / ..__.,#, . , ' . ·1-,. rn:ide to me. Investigator O'···<- , ·'-"-' /.r:1.r.:-,..: lc-l-Ufl.·«3 t~·puH;Jlwrtt~- t .. .!.s statem•;;nt 
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...,. .'c~ (,_. ,c..:. ,-,?.'(" y·,_ ,l,:./ 
_,: ·// . - ,,:_ ' ' . 

, _r.·.-./:.-.·,, . .. ,. / j· / • .,. ,, _.,: .-·t, . l·.1 /~ ... ( ·.'.· ....... • ·,,! ~/_' (_. 
, • - ~.., • -· ... ·:... . t.. '· ...... ~ -· v· ._. I 

. .... _.!,,,!.. • /. • - < / . !'\ 
/.; : :" .... / l / "'· ·; 7, .-.» .' . .-i.·_ 

,,,,/. : .. t ...... '"1. ,r .. .. -'- ..... ·' '- - . : t 
I • ·' 

c! f_;r:_,- :' ~-'-;.:·,': l {~-: 
I / . ,._ -·----- ·------·--· ---- ··-

___ .. ·· 

/ 

·· ... 

Exhibit L 
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1..:,9;·s. I r.a'.'E: r;·.3.de ar~y n-::cessary correctio'.'ls a.nd havt- initialed the:n. I ha-Je 

s: •J?!f.<i :-::y 1:,-:nt: in the ::narg in c.;: the pa.ge. This. statement is the truth to the 

L~~t c~ ~Y k~owledge and belief. I decla~e under penalty of perjury that the 

(date.\_· a~L. f. 11::..r·1· (ti ......... I . /' _,, •. ·1 • -..i· ; · 

Sic;nature 

;,..;j ~.nessi::d l:y: 



EXHIBIT M 

• e 
1

.; ., Page 1 of 1 
-i/ ' - ,,./ -~·. ,, ?.., . 

. ----- ~E~.!:.J-_q~:_.,_ ,.1£~:!L- 1 '/'({e_/j.}~/·~·· C:, ,:•{tl£._1":..-

···-·----·--·----·-------·---------------····--· --·· ---- - -- ./.~tiJJ~./!~ --- - --·-·- -- -···- . -·. . 
./),.I . 111//' . 

• 
·------·----------- -··· ,.,. f&...~1/k'~·. -~tl/!ct..,:,,~ ---- -· 

···-·------------------------- r:>.~-~~-=---- &11-ut.:i·,V.i-- 9. 1c;s~2 -----·--·-·· 
... _. ____ Ti~e: /:Og eA. 

··--·----
_)!_~rep_y_i:na.ke .. the following voluntary .. -· -----··-·-- ..... . 

who has identified himself :to me 

al? an_ Investigator with t}1e U_ni ted _State~ NucJ.:.~ar Regulat<:>r..Y. C:omrnission. I. 

J '.1a·»e ret;d the foregoing __ statemer.t c'.:rnsisti.:1g 0f on(: t=i..,, itterr_::;t- hand•,iritter 1 

puJ.~~-I- :·,av-:! __ mace ___ any _ne?~~sary correcti.ons anrl i<..:ive ini-tialed them .. T .. have 

si9m:d_ r;iy_nam~_ in_th_e_r.':arginof the_page. '!'his staterr,ent is the __ truth t.o the 

he.:;t of_my kr.owledge _and_belief. __ I_declare_under penalty of p~rj\Jr.Y ___ tha_:t_the _ 
I ' 

. f:::.·regoir.j :!.::> r.rue a~\d correct. Executr:d on Z./cJ /":f 2 (date) at /'OS/'lf(ti.rn0). 

C.§i~~.0. ErriP_LDYEE. __ ..3 _____ _ 
. Signaturt! ... 



EXHIBIT N 
• • Page 1 of 1 

------------------=~£~-~Jgn.= .... cdl~wf~."-~aft(;~~-

·~----------~!;- --_-riff~;~-
----------------------·-------

,. , I, & u~ ~;3 7"Z _ , here~ .. '!!'!_ke _the f Qll<»tl.!l!L.l!Q!\!.f!J;,~ry_ _ ------

_____ s~~ent_~~ .if ~?">/~-- . _____ whq has identified himself to .me 

---~!I .. an Inv~.!i.!12~-~or with_ __ 1:he. Un;i:_!,e~ .l?tates Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I 

-· .. ~ke . ...tti~~--&tilt,~~!lt fre_~J_y_~~ th_no threa~s; QL.P~Olf!!s~s .o....f .. r.ewarg _l1a'1!ng ~een .. 

. ---~~!-~--m.&! . .!nY~!l~!9.~tor ~1 ____ !f?..i-..i:va~Lwriting this ... state-.. 

......... _ment ___ for .m~ at my _!~quest. 

-·------ ~ 4'4li·~.a:LB.l.£Lt~~~ 

_ ~L~~-&€~. -h::A-.fi .-: .. ·: c_··-iJ =c.·,·; 
, . 

-· 
} 

- ... fll"}· - ·' .... 

·----- p 1· ~ .. -- -· ..... ---~ . .... ----·.:...:.., 

I h4~!'4 ,t!l!l foreqoinq at~~~!JJUQn•i:~~~;~~-;-~~e ;,-=~-,~ 1-t~ -J,. _h~~d~; ~~ten ., ___ _ 

__ Pt!9•· I ~Y..!... ~g!;,..MlI._n!£!!!·!.~!Y. C()rrection! __ and ~ve initia~~Q_~hel'!':..._I __ have . . . ___ ... 

____ 11Jg~~l?.Y._!\_ame. in t~e margin of .. t:.tle .Page._ .!..hi~ titateme~t .!~ ~h.~L.!~1,1th to the ... -----· _ 

___ best of~ _!.!low].~~! .. ~n_d b~~-i~~!.-.l. !iecl4rf. _qnder penalty of perjury that the _ ---.. -

f9~_!i~~g_J!_!!~!, and correc~.! .. -~x~cµt;~~-on __ ...J~~:_.l~----(gat.e). @l/4~t~f#) ... ___ .. 

·----··---·----·- -·--·--·· .- ····--- ·- . 

-·----·--------------- -.....;. I . <?-uerz..o. 1~--~---
. _ --~ttn~~~ b_

1
_, ~ ---~.Mi::/ignature 

' ...... ----. _y_ ' ~ ..... 
J. .c.. -



• • EXHIBIT 0 
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________________ 1I?_ate: I - :iO- g> a_ 
·--··· _________ T.!_rn~_: ;:.tl~l} m ---- ·-·-· ·-

·--------·-·---······--· ---···-·------------..,..-

...... ::a~~~~~~~-~ if'~L §,tdlLLu_ h~r:~·::~ ~~::~::~!~"~:~::~u::a::-- ------ -· 
__ a~ ~'!__Investiga_tor_ with the Uni_~ed States Nucleai:. Regulat9nr _c~ornrnission. __ ;r ________ ----·--··-· . 

rnai<e ~his statement freely with no threats or promises of reward having been 

rnad_e to l!'e~ _!nvel?tig_atoi:_ __ ~{1W1..t. _____ i$. . .,n i 1 g .:1-.writing this state-. 

me11~ .. f.o.r. me at my requesL ·-· ------···· _____ ... __ ·-···- __ __ ---· .. . ..... , .. _ 

~ .. d!J:°tt -~ ~-.1J1Lfzrpyj<-4k~L.~.i~k .?~'.~~ &f:'i'M-Af?~:~~¥.u;-. 
tll~ Mi#ir.Mi at"A·. ltJ11 .. w:11.,/ ~&#~ ~~tu~~~~!£:~d..i~tfi~ 
~fif>L ~?vu, 2/z.K)1R. __ d)~;th Lim_e ~~k?VAitia..1NtJ( a:!-"2A~-~ 
~. Llf./&~_4u~<v ~~~,,(,a-.~- t/)'...u:,:~~A-l1 a/t~t- ,,&l·~tdtjU V>1~LC':'~·"'7 
<!1'~J'.1. 11.:.AU.:~4 ~'/!'4~ !'2f~I:¢/ in-~ .?,.,.ff.L~n-<Ufa.oic 
a-tllt.d~ .~~a-~-- ~ ke.)?1µtb'V_~t/.1»&ft-M_"~~-,,ci1~~ 
..£~211cn1., ,l4IZl4 411/{/ud~_,t,llL.-;f.fitwt .utzv ,,(~~~rdtr&&t.L~ ~~JU(&, 
~~~- Actikt1~~~J'L~e.U:r1:4c~ ~~-~.A#~'-?~~,~u:a 
~L:- · -~/~; --~-~Lf1Ar . .,t;· __ · ~~- -~ -=-.-·-:Yy-L ··r:-M·;·--·~ 

. -- ·--· .. ~ffllt!:~ ~~~-~~~L¥-L-.. . ·L+.'~.#y . :/('!~~-(~ 
.Ak~~-h~pd-.~~._}f_ __ d;(M,.~1.-~-~M~J~ 

...... ·---·-· .. _-__ '. tzltt~~~-.L2!H.U~~~~~~.M:-_M£4fr_~-~·!4-a.. 
/.. . . . *-· ._'H. . ~ • ~- ~- ·~ .h:I ~ HA I . c. . ·-

. ~~ - ---:- - . "1121....AY.-:~:n,.,-£M~~~ ____ .&-~~MZ-#~~ -~-
.. ---~ _ . . . _ t,,_~c.Vti-L~~~i,,~-tu~an/AP~l~.A:?L.&Jt~~ci~f. . 

.. . . ..t>~ "'- ~nt...u~~.-?"ht:ttit.P '->xtf ~~d-. .,Jd/?:~ a~U.m.. 
. -· A~--fi~,. . vf ~U: ~1-i(,,:VA~--- ~-(~ ~-Lf~'M.i!:,-Y~4f _AaN.~,uu~,,. 

11Ji-.d__full1Jfill.Ykmr2.trh /Ti:J£.. ~ 1~ ee:&k.&<~.JU.~Tn, · 
. ~ /za~_',~~~~~~~~ ""'r"'/ ,~t!ctu-ti;~uL4-.f'l£&~,~ . 

.. A-21-.0~ !!£ ~~{~-~'.4· 
. -- . ·-·· ···-···---- ·-· ·-·· ·······- .. -.__..._ ....... --41rtr· -· --·-· ··-· 

___ _!_hay~_!:.~a<;i ~~e_ fo;:_~going statement consisting of one -Ult*' it.tc:c::.C handwritten 

__ _pa9_~!_!_1:lave made any necessary correc~ions and. h~ve ~_ni tialed th~m. _I_ have 

____ s_igned __ my name in the margin of _the page. This statement J~ .. !.h~tr_u_t_h_J;o the 

_ --~~st __ C>L!YIY -~~9~~,e~ge ~!lq belief._ I .. (jecJ<!~-~ .. ~nq~z:._pen11lt_y_9.f_~~.d.lln_ . .that _tne .. • ~~ego.ing i~ ... true _and .~orre~~~:ecuted on_]- ~. ~ -~~~·te) ~t l:·O!:i~% ime) . 
·-·------ ____ --·· ___ .. ·---- .. ·--·----····· ____ .. ... ... &._u ____ R__... _~D___;;;.3::;._!{....._. _____ _ 

. ···- Wi_!-ne_ss~~_§y :_ 
f!k:-t0j tffk(j,7;n Signature .. 

-0.. " I 
--·--·-----



• • 
EXHIBIT P 
Page 1 of 1 

I, OU A.8-0 i hereby make the followi,ng vo!uf!.ta~_y__ _____ " 

--~!l-~~_!!J_l_t_ 1:~ . ctd..l.t.~~t ~~ ----~hQ_~?_jgentifiec;Lhi!lls_~l.L to __ JOe ____ . 

_l_!l:ak_e _tJ1is statement freely with no thr~a~s q~ promises qf_ ~ewarq having b~en ________ . 

__ ma_de t.Q_me.:._ ~ny~sUg~!:.2~ ____ .&5:t~----------- .is -&~iRog, f writing this state- __ _ 

···----- -- ·--·-------··-----·- ·--- ······- -- . 
' 

I have read the for~~i_l'l.9__§_~~!-~!Tl~M: __ cons_is ~iQg _()f ~me . ~)!!'e.w_i:_i_t~~~- ± handwritten 

page. I ha~~~~~--a..!1.Y. ~~C::~~-~ary_ c()rre._ctiol'l~ .. ~nd_ }l(l~E! _!!1i~~al~d __ !=_l1~1Tl~} __ have 

signed 1!1.L_n_il~~-~!!_~J~e ~rg~~- _9f _the page. __ This .. statement__i_~_t_he t~u.t;_h._~.Q_J:he _ 

_ ___ best o_J_my .k?l()~_l~dge and belief. I q~~l!lre 1.,!nder _ _p~nalty of p~rj\ln'. ___ that_the __ 

_ !9rego~ng i~--~i:_:~~-~!!_<!_~o._;:_:r;_E;!£~.~- Executed on ,_':_, L--~------- ______ (date) ?.t. ~:..:LL_(time) . 

--------~-·-G-u-;it)---<i----------- .. -



• 
• 

• EXHIBIT Q 
Page 1 of 1 

Location: :l)}!dt:v1ft:t~(tV ~u·<:'i~-z/..·i. 
/Jt.,~t1~/ ~~~· 

Date: 

Time: 

ldt:-u~/f{v .z~~ ;9g I 
5:_m__f'_df _. -

-· --~· & U.AfW a.:s .... 
statem~nt to ~--tf'1 Kftt·~ 

hereby make the fQllowing voluntary 

who has i4entif ied himself to me 

·---I hav!_ -~ead the foregoing statement consisting of one €Y!'ewEH:_t:ef\ I handwritten 

... _p~-~~_!__.have made any necessary corrections and have initialed .the_I!'·. _I have 

signed my name in the margin of the page. This statement is the ~~uth to the 

best of my knowledge and belief. I declare under penalty of perj~IY. that the 

foregoing is true and correct. Executed on 17/7-'l/g-I (date) at 6:oOf:'.t(time). 

Signa~e 

wi tnessea by: __ .,.~ _____ :M .......... «._.',2._..L __ .... ~,_W~t ...:;...~_? t?/U_=-----



• 
TO: Mr. J. Belanger 

Mr .. R. Burton 

SUBJECT: Firearms Qualification 

• 
February 8, 1982 

Per your request, this letter will serve as the documentation 
to verify the firearms qualification conducted by Burns for the guards 
at Dresden. 

All firearms (pistol and shotgun) qualifications that I have 
witnessed since spring of 1978 have been conducted in a proper manner 
and in accordance with the approved firearms qualification procedure 
in effect at that time. At no time have I ever witnessed a loaded 
pistol or shotgun given to a trainee by an instructor. All personnel 
loaded their own weapons and have properly qualified . 

BMS:nh 

cc: B. Saunders 

. 4 \ 

/~h:;\./~. 
/ ·~ 

Barry M. Saunders 
Station Security Administrator 
Dresden Nuclear Power Station 

EXHIBIT R 

Page 1 of l 

/ 
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• • Page 1 of 1 

February 9, 1982 

TO: J. BELANGER AND R. BURTON 

SUBJECT: SHOTGUN QUALIFICATION/REQUALIFICATION SURVEILLANCE 

Over the period of the last two (2) years, I have personally witnessed 
the Dresden guards initially qualify or requalify with twelve (12) guage 
shotgun, a minimum of five (5) times. 

On these occasions, I have observed the techniques of three (3) different 
range instructors. They were all Burn's management personnel, and were as 
follows; R. Benn, D. Hulet, and R. Michau. 

On at least two (2) seperate occasions, I observed the instructor(s) 
begin with an explanation and demonstration of the weapon. The weapon was 
physically described, explaining it's moving parts, sights, safety mechanism, 
and so on. Time was taken by the instructor(s) to answer questions of the 
guards that were to qualify. The weapon was passed around to several of 
the guards for their examination/familiarization. I listened to the instructor(s) 
stressing safety with the weapon and on the range. I never observed a shotgun 
that was loaded being handed to a guard on the range. The guard(s) would be 
handed the shotgun empty with the breech (chamber) open. The instructor(s) 
would offer the proper technique for aiming, positioning, and bracing. Then 
the instructor(s) would hand the guard a live round and see to it that the 
guard properly chambered the weapon and that the safety was on. The instructor(s) 
explained to the guard that he would be timed, and that when~e (the guard) felt 
he was ready, to let the instructor know. The instructor would then begin the 
stopwatch, allow the guard to take the safety off, and fire for score within 
ten (10) seconds. --

On other occasions, basically the requalifications, I observed the safety 
aspects being explained by the instructor(s). I observed time being taken to 
answer questions. The guards and instructor(s) followed the same method as 
described above, for the shooting for score. Only an empty weapon was handed 
to the guard. 

On every occasion that I witnessed, the sessions were conducted in a proper 
manner, and followed the course outline cornrnited to in the Dresden Security Plan • 

JPl1:rb 

cc: B. M. Saunders 
J. P. Mayer 

. -" n~ ..,,, 
\ t-· ;"/! J _r,. ·~,·, ;..L . .0... f · .... ('\ ...... ~, .--, '-· '-..._ 

· J James P. Mayer ,./f 
/ ,.· Staff Assistant/~-~~urity 
"--




